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The NASA STI Program…in Profile
	 Since	its	founding,	NASA	has	been	dedicated		
to	the	advancement	of	aeronautics	and	space	
science. The NASA Scientific and Technical 
Information (STI) Program Office plays a key 	
part in helping NASA maintain this important role.
	 The	NASA	STI	program	operates	under	the	
auspices of the Agency Chief Information Officer. 
It collects, organizes, provides for archiving, and 
disseminates	NASA’s	STI.	The	NASA	STI	program	
provides	access	to	the	NASA	Aeronautics	and	
Space Database and its public interface, the NASA 
Technical Report Server, thus providing one of the 
largest collections of aeronautical and space science 
STI in the world. Results are published in both non-
NASA channels and by NASA in the NASA STI 
Report Series, which includes the following report 
types:
• TECHNICAL PUBLICATION. Reports of 
completed research or a major significant 
phase of research that present the results of 
NASA programs and include extensive data 
or theoretical analysis. Includes compilations 
of significant scientific and technical data 
and	information	deemed	to	be	of	continuing	
reference value. NASA’s counterpart of peer-
reviewed formal professional papers but has less 
stringent limitations on manuscript length and 
extent of graphic presentations.
• TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM. Scientific 
and technical findings that are preliminary or of 
specialized interest, e.g., quick release reports, 
working papers, and bibliographies that contain 
minimal annotation. Does not contain extensive 
analysis.
• CONTRACTOR REPORT. Scientific and 
technical findings by NASA-sponsored 
contractors	and	grantees.
• CONFERENCE PUBLICATION. Collected 
papers from scientific and technical conferences, 
symposia, seminars, or other meetings sponsored 
or cosponsored by NASA.
• SPECIAL PUBLICATION. Scientific, technical, 
or historical information from NASA programs, 
projects, and missions, often concerned with 
subjects having substantial public interest.
• TECHNICAL TRANSLATION. English-
language translations of foreign scientific and 
technical material pertinent to NASA’s mission.
 Specialized services also include creating 	
custom thesauri, building customized databases, 	
and organizing and publishing research results.
 For more information about the NASA STI 
program, see the following:
•	 Access	the	NASA	STI	program	home	page	at	
<http://www.sti.nasa.gov>
• E-mail your question via the Internet to 	
<help@sti.nasa.gov>
• Fax your question to the NASA STI Help Desk 
at	301–	621–0134
• Phone the NASA STI Help Desk at 	
301–	621–0390
• Write to:
 NASA STI Help Desk
 NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
	 7115	Standard	Drive
 Hanover, MD  21076–1320
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 In accordance wth the NASA Space Act of 1958, the George C. Marshall Space Flght Center (MSFC) has provded 
for the wdest practcable and approprate dssemnaton of nformaton concernng ts actvtes and the results thereof.
	 Since	July	1,	1960,	when	MSFC	was	organized,	the	reporting	of	scientific	and	engineering	information	has	been	
consdered a prme responsblty of the Center. Our credo has been that “research and development work s valuable, but 
only f ts results can be communcated and made understandable to others.”
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1TM—2004–213392 October 2004 
Performance of Off-the-Shelf Technologes for Space-
craft Cabn Atmospherc Major Consttuent Montorng. 
J.D. Tatara* and J.L. Perry. Flght Systems Department, 
Flght Projects Drectorate, and *Quals Corporaton.
 Montorng the atmospherc composton of a crewed 
spacecraft cabn s central to successfully expandng the breadth 
and	depth	of	first-hand	human	knowledge	and	understanding	of	
space.	Highly	reliable	technologies	must	be	identified	and	de-
veloped to montor atmospherc composton. Ths wll enable 
crewed space mssons that last weeks, months, and eventually 
years. Atmospherc composton montorng s a prmary com-
ponent of any envronmental control and lfe support system. 
Instrumentaton employed to montor atmospherc composton 
must be nexpensve, smple, and lghtweght and provde robust 
performance. Such a system wll ensure an envronment that 
promotes human safety and health, and that the envronment 
can	be	maintained	with	a	high	degree	of	confidence.	Key	to	
this	confidence	is	the	capability	for	any	technology	to	operate	
autonomously, wth lttle nterventon from the crew or msson 
control personnel. A study has been conducted usng technolo-
ges that, wth further development, may reach these goals.
TM—2004–213549  November 2004 
 A Method for Incorporatng Changng Structural Char-
acterstcs Due to Propellant Mass usage n a Launch 
Vehcle Ascent Smulaton. D.S. McGhee. Engneerng 
Drectorate.
 Launch vehcles consume large quanttes of propellant 
quckly, causng the mass propertes and structural dynamcs 
of the vehcle to change dramatcally. Currently, structural load 
assessments account for ths change wth a large collecton of 
structural	models	 representing	various	 propellant	fill	 levels.	
Ths creates a large database of models complcatng the delv-
ery of reduced models and requrng extensve work for model 
changes. Presented here s a method to account for these mass 
changes	in	a	more	efficient	manner.	The	method	allows	for	the	
subtracton of propellant mass as the propellant s used n the 
smulaton. Ths subtracton s done n the modal doman of the 
vehcle generalzed model. Addtonal computaton requred s 
prmarly for constructng the used propellant mass matrx from 
an ntal propellant model and further matrx multplcatons 
and subtractons. An addtonal egenvalue soluton s requred 
to uncouple the new equatons of moton; however, ths s a 
much smpler calculaton startng from a system that s already 
substantally uncoupled. The method was successfully tested 
n a smulaton of Saturn V loads. Results from the method are 
compared to results from separate structural models for several 
propellant levels, showng excellent agreement. Further devel-
opment to encompass more complcated propellant models, 
ncludng slosh dynamcs, s possble.
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TM—2004–213550 November 2004
 Quartz Crystal Mcrobalance Operaton and In Stu Cal-
braton. K.C.	Albyn.	Materials,	Processes,	and	Manufactur-
ng Department, Engneerng Drectorate.
 Quartz crystal mcrobalances (QCMs) are commonly 
used to measure the rate of deposton of molecular speces on 
a surface. The measurement s often used to select materals 
wth a low outgassng rate for applcatons where the mate-
ral has a lne of sght to a contamnaton-senstve surface. 
A quanttatve, n stu calbraton of the balance, or balances, 
usng a pure materal for whch the enthalpy of sublmaton s 
known, s descrbed n ths Techncal Memorandum. Support-
ng calculatons for surface dwell tmes of deposted materals 
and the effuson cell Clausng factor are presented along wth 




System, Part Two: Nonlnear Model Development, Ver-
fication,	and	Simplification.	G.S. Beech, R.D. Hampton,* 
and J.K.	Rupert**.	 Engineering	 Systems	Department,	
Engneerng Drectorate, *unted States Mltary Academy, 
and **Dynetcs, Inc.
 Many mcrogravty space-scence experments requre 
vbratory acceleraton levels that are unachevable wthout 
active	isolation.	The	Boeing	Corporation’s	active	rack	isola-
ton system (ARIS) employs a novel combnaton of magnetc 
actuaton and mechancal lnkages to address these solaton 
requrements on the Internatonal Space Staton. 
 Effectve model-based vbraton solaton requres: (1) An 
solaton devce, (2) an adequate dynamc; .e., mathematcal, 
model of that solator, and (3) a sutable, correspondng control-
ler. Ths Techncal Memorandum documents the valdaton of 
that	high-fidelity	dynamic	model	of	ARIS.	
	 The	 verification	 of	 this	 dynamics	model	was	 achieved	
by utlzng two commercal off-the-shelf (COTS) software 
tools:	Deneb’s	 ENVISION,	 and	Online	Dynamics’	Au-
tolev. ENVISION s a robotcs software package developed 
for the automotve ndustry that employs three-dmensonal 
computer-aded desgn models to facltate both forward and 
nverse knematcs analyses. Autolev s a DOS-based nterpreter 




small-angle theorem for the jont angle of the ARIS actuators. 
This	simplification	has	a	profound	effect	on	the	overall	com-
plexty of the closed-form soluton whle yeldng a closed-form 
soluton easly employed usng COTS control hardware.
2TM—2004–213604 December 2004
 Alumnum-Scandum Alloys: Materal Characterzaton, 
Frcton Str Weldng, and Compatblty Wth Hydrogen 
Peroxide	 (MSFC	Center	Director’s	Discretionary	Fund	
Fnal Report, Project No. 04–13). J.A. Lee and P.S. Chen, 
Materals, Processes, and Manufacturng Department, 
Engneerng Drectorate.
 Ths Techncal Memorandum descrbes the development of 
several hgh-strength alumnum (Al) alloys that are compatble 
wth hydrogen peroxde (H2O2) propellant for NASA Hyper-
sonic-X	(Hyper-X)	vehicles’	fuel	tanks	and	structures.	The	yield	
strengths for some of these Al-magnesum-based alloys are 
more than 3 tmes stronger than the conventonal 5254–H112 Al 
alloy, whle mantanng excellent H2O2 compatblty smlar 
to class 1 5254 alloy. The alloy development strategy s to add 
scandum, zrconum, and other transtonal metals wth unque 
electrochemcal propertes, whch wll not act as catalysts, to 
decompose the hghly concentrated 90 percent H2O2. Test 
coupons are machned from sheet metals for H2O2 long-term 
exposure testng and mechancal propertes testng. In addton, 
the ablty to weld the new alloys usng frcton str weldng 
has also been explored. The new hgh-strength alloys could 
represent an enablng materal technology for Hyper-X vehcles, 
where	flight	weight	reduction	is	a	critical	requirement.
TM—2004–213605   December 2004
	 FY	2003	Scientific	and	Technical	Reports,	Articles,	Papers,	
and Presentatons. B.A. Fowler, Compler. Marshall IT 
Services	Office,	Office	of	Chief	Information	Officer.
 Ths Techncal Memorandum (TM) presents formal NASA 
techncal reports, papers publshed n techncal journals, and 
presentatons by Marshall Space Flght Center (MSFC) person-
nel n FY 2003. It also ncludes papers of MSFC contractors. 
 After beng announced n STAR, all NASA seres reports 
may be obtaned from the Natonal Techncal Informaton 
Service,	5285	Port	Royal	Road,	Springfield,	VA		22161.	
	 The	information	in	this	TM	may	be	of	value	to	the	scientific	
and engneerng communty n determnng what nformaton 
has been publshed and what s avalable.
TM—2005–213609 March 2005
 Safe, Affordable Fsson Engne- (SAFE-) 100a Heat 
Exchanger Thermal and Structural Analyss. B.E. Steeve. 
Structures, Mechancs, and Thermal Department, Eng-
neerng Drectorate.
	 A	potential	fission	power	system	for	in-space	missions	is	
a heat ppe-cooled reactor coupled to a Brayton cycle. In ths 
system, a heat exchanger (HX) transfers the heat of the reactor 
core to the Brayton gas. The Safe, Affordable Fsson Engne- 
(SAFE-) 100a s a test program desgned to thermally and 
hydraulcally smulate a 95 Btu/s prototypc heat ppe-cooled 
reactor usng electrcal resstance heaters on the ground. Ths 
Techncal Memorandum documents the thermal and structural 
assessment of the HX used n the SAFE-100a program.
TM—2005–213688 March 2005
 Revolutonary Concepts of Radaton Sheldng for Hu-
man Exploraton of Space. J.H. Adams, Jr., T.A. Parnell,* 
D.H. Hathaway, J.C. Gregory,* R.N. Grugel, J.W. Watts, 
and R.M. Wnglee**. Mcrogravty Scence and Applca-
tons Department, Scence Drectorate, *The unversty of 
Alabama n Huntsvlle, and **unversty of Washngton.
 Ths Techncal Memorandum covers revolutonary deas 
for space radaton sheldng that would mtgate msson costs 
whle lmtng human exposure, as studed n a workshop held 
at Marshall Space Flght Center at the request of NASA Head-
quarters. None of the revolutonary new deas examned for the 
first	time	in	this	workshop	showed	clear	promise.	The	workshop	
attendees felt that some prevously examned concepts were 
definitely	useful	and	should	be	pursued.	The	workshop	attend-
ees also concluded that several of the new concepts warranted 
further nvestgaton to clarfy ther value.
TM—2005–213846   Aprl 2005
 Internatonal Space Staton Bactera Flter Element Servce 







of 1 yr for the BFEs s based upon engneerng analyss of data 
collected durng developmental testng that used a synthetc dust 
challenge. Whle ths challenge s consdered reasonable and 
conservatve from a desgn perspectve, an understandng of the 
actual	filter	loading	is	required	to	best	manage	the	critical	ISS	
program resources. Testng was conducted on BFEs returned 
from the ISS	to	refine	the	service	life	prediction.		Results	from	
ths testng and mplcatons to ISS resource management are 
provded.
TM—2005–213848  February 2005
	 A	“Kane’s	Dynamics”	Model	for	the	Active	Rack	Isolation	
System, Part Three: Addton of umblcals to the Non-
lnear Model. J.K.	Rupert,*	R.D. Hampton,** and G.S. 
Beech. Engneerng Systems Department, Engneerng 
Drectorate, *Dynetcs, Inc., and **unted States Mltary 
Academy.
 In the late 1980s, mcrogravty researchers began to voce 
their	concern	that	umbilical-transmitted	energy	could	signifi-
cantly degrade the acceleraton envronment of mcrogravty 
NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDuMS
3space scence experments onboard manned spacecraft. Snce 
umblcals are necessary for many experments, control de-
sgners began to seek ways to compensate for these “ndrect” 
dsturbances.
	 Hampton	et	al.	used	the	Kane’s	method	to	develop	a	model	
of the actve rack solaton system (ARIS) that ncludes (1) 
actuator control forces, (2) drect dsturbance forces, and (3) 
ndrect, actuator-transmtted dsturbances. Ther model does 
not, however, nclude the ndrect, umblcal-transmtted dstur-
bances. Snce the umblcal stffnesses are not neglgble, these 
ndrect dsturbances must be ncluded n the model. untl the 
umblcals have been approprately ncluded, the model wll be 
ncomplete.
 Ths Techncal Memorandum presents a nonlnear model 
of	ARIS	with	 umbilicals	 included.	Model	 verification	was	
acheved by utlzng two commercal-off-the-shelf software 
tools. Varous forces and moments were appled to the model to 
yeld smulated responses of the system. Plots of the smulaton 
results	show	how	various	critical	points	on	an	ARIS-outfitted	
nternatonal standard payload rack behave under the applca-
ton of drect dsturbances, ndrect dsturbances, and control 
forces. Smulatons also show system response to a varety of 
ntal condtons.
TM—2005–213902 July 2005
 Method for Determnaton of <5 ppm Oxygen n Sodum 
Samples. R.S. Red, J.J. Martn, and G.L. Schmdt*. Pro-
pulson Research Center, Space Transportaton Drectorate 
and *New Mexco Insttute of Mnng and Technology.
 Alkal metals used n pumped loops or heat ppes must 
be	sufficiently	 free	of	nonmetallic	 impurities	 to	ensure	 long	
heat rejecton system lfe. Lfe ssues are well establshed for 
alkal metal systems. Impurtes can form ternary compounds 
between	the	container	and	working	fluid,	leading	to	corrosion.	
Ths Techncal Memorandum dscusses the consequences of 
mpurtes and canddate measurement technques to determne 
whether	impurities	have	been	reduced	to	sufficiently	low	levels	
wthn a sngle-phase lqud metal loop or a closed two-phase 
heat transfer system, such as a heat ppe. These technques 
nclude the vanadum wre equlbraton, neutron actvaton 
analyss, plug traps, dstllaton, and chemcal analyss. Con-
ceptual procedures for performng vanadum wre equlbraton 
purty measurements on sodum contaned n a heat ppe are 
dscussed n detal.
TM—2005–214007  July 2005
 Desgnng for Human Presence n Space: An Introduc-
ton to Envronmental Control and Lfe Support Systems 
(ECLSS), Appendx I, update—Hstorcal ECLSS for 
u.S. and u.S.S.R./Russan Space Habtats. P. O. Weland. 
Spacecraft and Vehcle Systems Department, Engneerng 
Drectorate.
 Human exploraton and utlzaton of space requres hab-
tats to provde approprate condtons for workng and lvng. 
These condtons are provded by envronmental control and lfe 
support systems (ECLSS) that ensure approprate atmosphere 
composton, pressure, and temperature; manage and dstrbute 
water,	process	waste	matter,	provide	fire	detection	and	suppres-
son; and other functons as necessary. 
 The tables n appendx I of NASA RP–1324 “Desgnng for 
Human Presence n Space” summarze the lfe support functons 
and processes used onboard u.S. and u.S.S.R/Russan space 
habtats. These tables have been updated to nclude nformaton 
on thermal control methods and to provde addtonal nforma-
ton on the ECLS systems. 
TM—2005–214008  August 2005
	 An	Assessment	of	the	International	Space	Station’s	Trace	
Contamnant Control Subassembly Process Economcs. 
J.L. Perry, H.E. Cole,* and H.N. El-Lessy**. Spacecraft 
and Vehcle Systems Department, Engneerng Drectorate 
*The Boeng Company, Huntsvlle, AL, and **The Boeng 
Company, Houston, TX.
 The Internatonal Space Staton (ISS) Envronmental Con-
trol	and	Life	Support	System	includes	equipment	specifically	
desgned to actvely remove trace chemcal contamnaton from 
the cabn atmosphere. In the u.S. on-orbt segment, ths func-
ton s provded by the trace contamnant control subassembly 
(TCCS) located n the atmosphere revtalzaton subsystem rack 
housed n the laboratory module, Destny. The TCCS employs 
expendable adsorbent beds to accomplsh ts functon leadng 
to	a	potentially	significant	life	cycle	cost	over	the	life	of	the	
ISS. Because mantanng the TCCSs proper can be logst-
cally	intensive,	its	performance	in	flight	has	been	studied	in	
detal to determne where savngs may be acheved. Detals of 
these	studies	and	recommendations	for	improving	the	TCCS’s	
process economcs wthout compromsng ts performance or 
crew health and safety are presented and dscussed. 
TM—2005–214061  September 2005
 Thermal Catalytc Oxdaton of Arborne Contamnants by 
a Reactor usng ultra-Short Channel Length, Monolthc 
Catalyst	Substrates	(MSFC	Center	Director’s	Discretionary	
Fund Fnal Report, Project No. 02–18). J.L. Perry, K.M.	
Tomes, and J.D. Tatara*. Spacecraft and Vehcle Systems 
Department, Engneerng Drectorate and *Quals Corpora-
ton.
 Contamnated ar, whether n a crewed spacecraft cabn or 
terrestral work and lvng spaces, s a pervasve problem affect-
ng human health, performance, and well-beng. The need for 
hghly effectve, economcal ar qualty processes spans a wde 
range	of	terrestrial	and	space	flight	applications.	Typically,	air	
qualty control processes rely on absorpton-based processes. 
Most ndustral packed-bed adsorpton processes use actvated 
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4carbon. Once saturated, the carbon s ether dumped or regener-
ated. In ether case, the dumped carbon and concentrated waste 
streams consttute a hazardous waste that must be handled safely 
whle mnmzng envronmental mpact. Thermal catalytc 
oxdaton processes desgned to address waste handlng ssues 
are movng to the forefront of cleaner ar qualty control and 
process gas decontamnaton processes. Careful consderaton 
n desgnng the catalyst substrate and reactor can lead to more 
complete contamnant destructon and posonng resstance. 
Mantenance mprovements leadng to reduced waste handlng 
and process downtme can also be realzed. Performance of a 
prototype thermal catalytc reacton based on ultrashort waste 
channel, monolth catalyst substrate desgn, under a varety 
of	 process	flow	and	 contaminant	 loading	 conditions,	 is	 dis-
cussed. 
TM—2005–214184 September 2005
 In-Space Propulson: Connectvty to In-Space Fabrca-
ton and Repar. L. Johnson, D. Harrs, A. Trausch, G.L. 
Matloff,* T. Taylor,** and K.	Cutting***.	In-Space	propul-
sion	Technology	Office,	Space	Transportation	Programs/
Projects	Office,	*New	York	City	College	of	Technology,	
**BAE Systems, and ***Gray Research.
 The connectvty between new n-space propulson tech-
nologes and the ultmate development of an n-space fabrca-
ton and repar nfrastructure are descrbed n ths Techncal 
Memorandum. A number of advanced n-space propulson 
technologes are beng developed by NASA, many of whch 
are drectly relevant to the establshment of such an n-space 
nfrastructure. These nclude aerocapture, advanced solar-elec-
trc propulson, solar-thermal propulson, advanced chemcal 
propulson, tethers, and solar photon sals. Other, further term 
technologes have also been studed to assess ther utlty to the 
development of such an nfrastructure.
TM—2005–214186 September 2005
	 Advanced	Sensor	Concepts	(MSFC	Director’s	Fund	Final	
Report, Project No. 03-11). D.C. Alhorn, D.E. Howard, and 
D.A. Smth. Instrument and Payload Systems Department, 
Engneerng Drectorate.
 The Advanced Sensor Concepts project was conducted 
under	the	Center	Director’s	Discretionary	Fund	at	the	Marshall	
Space Flght Center. Its objectve was to advance the technology 
orgnally developed for the Glovebox Integrated Mcrogravty 
Isolaton Technology project. The objectve of ths effort was 
to develop and test several new moton sensors.  To date, the 
nvestgators have nvented seven new technologes durng ths 
endeavor and have conceved several others. The nnovatve ba-
sc sensor technology s an absolute poston sensor. It employs 
only two actve components, and t s smple, nexpensve, rel-
able, repeatable, lghtweght, and relatvely unobtrusve. Two 
sensors can be utlzed n the same physcal space to acheve 
redundancy. The sensor has mcrometer postonal accuracy and 
can	be	configured	as	a	two-	or	three-dimensional	sensor.	The	
sensor technology has the potental to poneer a new class of 
lnear and rotary sensors. Ths sensor s the enablng technology 
for autonomous assembly of modular structures n space and 
on extraterrestral locatons.
TM—2005–214189 September 2005
 Space Shuttle Pad Exposure Perod Meteorologcal Param-
eters STS–1 Through STS–107. B.G. Overbey and B.C. 
Roberts. Spacecraft and Vehcle Systems Department, 
Engneerng Drectorate.
 Durng the 113 mssons of the Space Transportaton Sys-
tem	(STS)	to	date,	the	Space	Shuttle	fleet	has	been	exposed	to	
the	elements	on	the	launch	pad	for	≈4,195	days.	The	Natural	
Envronments Branch at Marshall Space Flght Center archves 
atmospherc envronments to whch the Space Shuttle vehcles 
are exposed. Ths Techncal Memorandum (TM) provdes a 
summary of the hstorcal record of the meteorologcal cond-
tions	 encountered	by	 the	Space	Shuttle	fleet	during	 the	pad	
exposure perod. Parameters ncluded n ths TM are tem-
perature, relatve humdty, wnd speed, wnd drecton, sea 
level pressure, and precptaton. Extremes for each of these 
parameters for each msson are also summarzed. Sources 
for the data nclude meteorologcal towers and hourly surface 
observations.	Data	are	provided	 from	the	first	 launch	of	 the	
STS n 1981 through the launch of STS–107 n 2003.
NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDuMS
5TP—2005–213608 January 2005
 On the Relaton Between Spotless Days and the Sunspot 
Cycle. Robert M. Wlson and Davd H. Hathaway. Earth 
and Space Scence Laboratory, Scence and Technology 
Drectorate.
 Spotless days are examned as a predctor for the sze and 
timing	of	a	sunspot	cycle.	For	cycles	16–23	the	first	spotless	
day for a new cycle, whch occurs durng the declne of the old 
cycle, s found to precede mnmum ampltude for the new cycle 
by	about	≈34	mo,	having	a	range	of	25–40	mo.	Reports	indi-
cate	that	the	first	spotless	day	for	cycle	24	occurred	in	January	
2004, suggestng that mnmum ampltude for cycle 24 should 
be expected before Aprl 2007, probably sometme durng the 
latter	half	of	2006.	If	true,	then	cycle	23	will	be	classified	as	
a cycle of shorter perod, nferrng further that cycle 24 lkely 
wll be a cycle of larger than average mnmum and maxmum 
ampltudes and faster than average rse, peakng sometme n 
2010.
TP—2005–214187 September 2005
 Closed Cycle Magnetohydrodynamc Nuclear Space Power 
Generaton usng Helum/Xenon Workng Plasma. R.J. 
Ltchford and N. Harada*. Propulson Research Center, 
Scence and Technology Drectorate and *Nagaoka un-
versty of Technology.
	 A	multimegawatt-class	 nuclear	 fission	 powered	 closed	
cycle magnetohydrodynamc space power plant usng a helum/
xenon workng gas has been studed, to nclude a comprehen-
sive	 system	analysis.	Total	plant	efficiency	was	expected	 to	





electrcal output power of 1 MWe, 2–3 kg/kWe at 2 MWe, and 
�2	kg/KWe	at	>3	MWe.	Three	phases	of	research	and	develop-
ment plan were proposed: (1) Phase I—proof of prncple, (2) 
Phase II—demonstraton of power generaton, and (3) Phase 
III—prototypcal closed loop test.
TP—2005–214188 September 2005
 Baselne Computatonal Flud Dynamcs Methodology for 
Longtudnal-Mode Lqud-Propellant Rocket Combuston 
Instablty. R.J. Ltchford. Propulson Research Center, 
Scence and Technology Drectorate.
 A computatonal method for the analyss of longtudnal-
mode lqud rocket combuston nstablty has been developed 
based on the unsteady, quas-one-dmensonal Euler equatons 
where the combuston process source terms were ntroduced 
through the ncorporaton of a two-zone, lnearzed represen-
taton: (1) A two-parameter collapsed combuston zone at the 
njector face, and (2) a two-parameter dstrbuted combuston 
zone based on a Lagrangan treatment of the propellant spray. 
The unsteady Euler equatons n nhomogeneous form retan 
full hyperbolcty and are ntegrated mplctly n tme usng 
second-order,	 high-resolution,	 characteristic-based,	flux-dif-
ferencng spatal dscretzaton wth Roe-averagng of the 
Jacoban matrx. Ths method was ntally valdated aganst 
an analytcal soluton for nonreactng, sentropc duct acoustcs 
with	specified	admittances	at	the	inflow	and	outflow	boundar-
es. For small ampltude perturbatons, numercal predctons 
for	 the	 amplification	 coefficient	 and	oscillation	period	were	
found to compare favorably wth predctons from lnearzed 
small-dsturbance theory as long as the grd exceeded a crtcal 
density	 (�100	nodes/wavelength).	The	numerical	methodol-
ogy	was	then	exercised	on	a	generic	combustor	configuration	
usng both collapsed and dstrbuted combuston zone models 
with	a	short	nozzle	admittance	approximation	for	the	outflow	




 Ffth Internatonal Symposum on Lqud Space Propul-
son. R. Garca, Compler. Propulson Systems Department, 
Engneerng Drectorate.
 Ths document contans the proceedngs of the Ffth 
Internatonal Symposum on Lqud Space Propulson, held 
October 27–30, 2003, n Chattanooga, TN. The Internatonal 
Lqud Space Propulson Symposa provde the prncpal fo-
rum for all aspects of lqud rocket propulson. The am of the 
symposium	series	is	to	gather	international	experts	in	the	field	
of lqud rocket engnes on a regular bass for presentatons and 
dscussons of the current status of research and development. 
Besdes an exchange of nformaton about future trends, t also 
fortifies	existing	cooperation	and	acts	as	a	nucleus	to	establish	
networks	 to	enhance	 international	 scientific	collaboration	 in	
the lqud rocket propulson area. 
CP—2005–213741 March 2005
 MIT–NASA Workshop: Transformatonal Technologes. 
D.V. Smtherman, J. Hoffman,* R. Patel,* J.C. Mankns,** 
C.B. Chrstensen,*** E.C. Gresham, A. Smmons,*** 
and C.A.	Mullins***.	 Future	Concepts	Office,	 Space	 
Systems	Programs/Projects	Office,	*Massachusetts	Insti-
tute of Technology, **NASA Headquarters, and ***The 
Taur Group.
 As a space farng naton, we are at a crtcal juncture n 
the evoluton of space exploraton. NASA has announced ts 
Vson for Space Exploraton, a vson of returnng humans 
to the Moon, sendng robots and eventually humans to Mars, 
and explorng the outer solar system va automated spacecraft. 
However, msson concepts have become ncreasngly complex, 
with	 the	potential	 to	yield	a	wealth	of	scientific	knowledge.	
Meanwhile,	 there	 are	 significant	 resource	 challenges	 to	 be	
met.	Launch	costs	remain	a	barrier	to	routine	space	flight;	the	
ever-changing	fiscal	 and	 political	 environments	 can	wreak	
havoc on msson plannng; and technologes are constantly 
mprovng, and systems that were state of the art when a pro-
gram began can quckly become outmoded before a msson 
s even launched. Ths Conference Publcaton descrbes the 
workshop and featured presentatons by world-class experts 
presentng leadng-edge technologes and applcatons n the 
areas of power and propulson; communcatons; automaton, 
robotcs, computng, and ntellgent systems; and transforma-
tonal technques for space actvtes. Workshops such as ths 
one provde an excellent medum for capturng the broadest 
possble array of nsghts and expertse, learnng from research-
ers	in	universities,	national	laboratories,	NASA	field	Centers,	
and ndustry to help better our future n space.
CP—2005–213900 July 2005
 NASA Techncal Interchange Meetng (TIM): Ad-
vanced Technology Lfecycle Analyss System (ATLAS) 
Technology Tool Box. D.A.	O’Neil,	D.A. Crag,* C.B. 




 The objectve of ths Techncal Interchange Meetng was 
to ncrease the quantty and qualty of techncal, cost, and 
programmatc data used to model the mpact of nvestng n 
dfferent technologes.  The focus of ths meetng was the 
Technology Tool Box (TTB), a database of performance, opera-
tons, and programmatc parameters provded by technologsts 
and used by systems engneers. The TTB s the data repostory 
used by a system of models known as the Advanced Technology 
Lfecycle Analyss System (ATLAS). Ths report descrbes the 
result of the November meetng, and also provdes background 
nformaton on ATLAS and the TTB.
NASA CONFERENCE PuBLICATIONS
7CR—2005–213845 Aprl 2005 
 On Structural Desgn of a Moble Lunar Habtat Wth 
Mult-Layered Envronmental Sheldng. M. Ras-Rohan. 
NASA’s	Faculty	Fellowship	Program,	Mississippi	State	
unversty.
 Ths report presents an overvew of a Moble Lunar Habtat 
(MLH) structural desgn consstng of advanced composte 
materals. The habtat desgn s derved from the cylndrcal-
shaped u.S. Lab module aboard the Internatonal Space Staton 
(ISS) and ncludes two lateral ports and a hatch at each end that 
geometrcally match those of the ISS Nodes. Thus, several MLH 
unts can be connected together to form a larger lunar outpost 
of varous archtectures. For enhanced moblty over the lunar 
terran, the MLH uses sx artculated nsect-lke robotc, retract-
able	legs	enabling	the	habitat	to	fit	aboard	a	launch	vehicle.	
The carbon-composte shell s sandwched between two layers 
of hydrogen-rch polyethylene for enhanced radaton sheld-
ng. The pressure vessel s covered by modular double-wall 
panels for meteorod mpact sheldng supported by externally 
mounted	stiffeners.	The	habitat’s	structure	is	an	assembly	of	
multple parts manufactured separately and bonded together. 
Based on the geometrc complexty of a part and ts materal 
system, an approprate fabrcaton process s proposed.
CR—2005–213847 January 2005
 The 2004 NASA Faculty Fellowshp Program Research 
Reports. J.R. Prutt, G.	Karr,*	L.M. Freeman,** and R. 
Hassan*** (Program Drectors) and J.B. Day (Compler 
and Edtor). Prepared for the Educaton Programs Depart-
ment, Customer and Employee Relatons Drectorate, *The 
unversty of Alabama n Huntsvlle, **The unversty 
of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, and ***Alabama A&M unver-
sty.
 For the 40th consecutve year, the NASA Faculty Fel-
lowshp Program (NFFP) was conducted at Marshall Space 
Flght Center (MSFC). The program was sponsored by NASA 
Headquarters, Washngton, DC, and operated under contract 
by The unversty of Alabama, The unversty of Alabama n 
Huntsvlle, and Alabama A&M unversty. In addton, promo-
ton and applcatons are managed by the Amercan Socety for 
Engneerng Educaton (ASEE) and assessment s completed 
by unverstes Space Research Assocaton (uSRA). The 
nominal	starting	and	finishing	dates	for	the	10-week	program	
were June 1 through August 6, 2004. The prmary objectves of 
the NASA Faculty Fellowshp Program are to: (1) Increase the 
qualty and quantty of research collaboratons between NASA 
and	the	academic	community	that	contribute	to	the	Agency’s	
space aeronautcs and space scence msson; (2) Engage faculty 
from colleges, unverstes, and communty colleges n current 
NASA research and development; (3) Foster a greater publc 
awareness of NASA scence and technology, and therefore 
facltate academc and workforce lteracy n these areas; (4) 
Strengthen faculty capabltes to enhance the STEM workforce, 
advance competton, and nfuse msson-related research and 
technology content nto classroom teachng; and (5) Increase 
partcpaton of underrepresented and underserved faculty and 
nsttutons n NASA scence and technology.
CR—2005–214006 July 2005
 The M-Integral for Computng Stress Intensty Factors n 
Generally Ansotropc Materals. P.A. Wawrzynek,* B.J. 
Carter,* and L.	Banks-Sills**.	NASA’s	Space	Shuttle	Main	
Engne (SSME) Program, *Fracture Analyss Consultants, 
and **Tel Avv unversty.
 Sngle-crystal super alloys are commonly used for compo-
nents n the hot sectons of contemporary jet and rocket engnes. 
Due to the ansotropc nature of sngle-crystal materals, the 
use of exstng sotropc fracture mechancs calculatons leads 
to errors n stress ntensty factors. The dfference can be sub-
stantal. 
 Presented n ths report s the soluton for calculatng stress 
ntensty factors n generally ansotropc materals usng the 
M-ntegral. Included are examples of ths soluton appled to 








Laboratory Investgaton of the Physcal and Optcal 
Propertes of the Analog of Indvdual Cosmc Dust 
Grans—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publca-
ton n Conference Proceedngs of The Gordon Research 
Conference on Orgns of Solar Systems, New London, 







TAYLOR, L. unversty Of Tennessee
HOOVER, R.B. XD12
Measurements of Photoelectrc Yeld and Physcal Proper-
tes of Indvdual Lunar Dust Grans—Abstract Only. For 
presentation	at	the	Dust	in	Planetary	Systems,	Kauai,	HI,	











Photoelectrc Emsson Measurements on the Analogs 
of Indvdual Cosmc Dust Grans—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n The Astrophyscal Journal. 
ABYZOV, S.S.   Wnogradsky Insttute of 
  Mcrobology RAS
GERASIMENKO,	L.M.	 		Winogradsky	Institute	of 
   Mcrobology RAS
HOOVER, R.B. XD12
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   Mcrobology RAS
MULYUKIN,	A.L.	 		Winogradsky	Institute	of 
   Mcrobology RAS
POGLAZOVA, M.N.   Wnogradsky Insttute of 
   Mcrobology RAS
RAZANOV, A.Y.   Paleontologcal Insttute RAS
Mcrobal Methodology n Astrobology—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and Conference Proceedngs 
of The Internatonal Symposum of Optcal Scence and 
Technology 50th Annual Meetng Instruments, Methods 






The Human Exploraton Intatve: Space Radaton Mea-
surement Needs—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
Amercan Geophyscal unon Fall Meetng, San Francsco, 





Human Exploraton of the Moon and Mars: Space Rada-
ton Data, Modelng and Instrumentaton Needs—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 29th Internatonal Cosmc 
Ray Conference/Tata Insttute of Fundamental Research, 
Pune, Inda, August 3–10, 2005.
ADAMS, M.L. XD12
NASA Celebrates the World Year of Physcs—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Amercan Assocaton of 




Future Drectons for Fuson Propulson Research at 
NASA—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 41st AIAA/
ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference and 
Exhbt, Tuscon, AZ, July 10–13, 2005.
AHN, H.S. unversty of Maryland
ADAMS, J.H. XD12
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ET AL.
Elemental Spectra from the Frst ATIC Flght—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 29th Internatonal Cosmc 
Ray Conference/Tata Insttute of Fundamental Research, 
Pune, Inda, August 3–10, 2005.
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Smulaton Analyss of Computer-Controlled Pressurza-
ton for Mxture Rato Control—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the 41st AIAA/ASME/ SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson 
Conference, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005.
AMAND, A. Phyco Tech, Inc.
HOOVER, R.B. XD12
JERMAN, G. XD12
ROZANOV, A.Y. Paleontologcal Insttute 
  of Russan Academy of Scences
Morphology and Elemental Composton of Recent and 
Fossl Cyanobactera—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at and publcaton n the Conference Proceedngs of The 
Internatonal Symposum of Optcal Scence and Technol-
ogy 50th Annual Meetng—Instruments, Methods and 









Integral Observatons of the Be/X-Ray Bnary EXO 
2030+375 Durng Outburst—Abstract Only. For publca-
ton n the Astronomony and Astrophyscs Journal.
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BAGDIGIAN, R.M. SV10
CLOuD, D. Hamlton Sundstrand Space Systems Intl.
Status of the Internatonal Space Staton Regeneratve 
ECLSS Water Recovery and Oxygen Generaton Sys-
tems—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Internatonal 
Conference on Envronmental Systems (ICES), Rome, 
Italy, July 11–14, 2005.
BAILEY, M.D. NP22
Template for Systems Engneerng Tools Trade Study— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 1st Internatonal 
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Sciences,	Queen’s	University	Belfast,	Northern	 Ireland,	
August 4–5, 2005.
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BALDRIDGE, T. IS05
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PRESENTATION. For presentaton at the Government 
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Washngton, DC, August 10, 2005.
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YOuNG, R.M. NP23
ADAMS, C.L. Gray Research, Inc.
TRL Assessment of NASA Solar Sal Technology Devel-
opment—Conference Paper Only. For presentaton at the 
53rd JANNAF Propulson Meetng/2nd Lqud Propulson 
Subcommttee/1st Spacecraft Propulson Jont Meetng, 
Monterey, CA, December 05–08, 2005.
BALLARD, R.O. ER11
REIMR—A Process for utlzng Lqud Rocket Propul-
son-Orented “Lessons Learned” to Mtgate Rsk n 
Nuclear Thermal Propulson Development—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Space Technology and Appl-
catons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 2006), Albuquerque, 
NM, February 12–16, 2005.
BALLARD, R.O. ER11
BROWN,	K.K.	 ER21
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unravelng the Orgn of Short Gamma-Ray Bursts— 
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STRONG, J.D. Morgan Research Corp.
Are we There Yet?—Developng In Stu Fabrcaton and 
Repar (ISFR) Technologes to Explore and Lve on the 
Moon and Mars—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 1st 
Space Exploraton Conference: Contnung the Voyage of 
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ET AL. 
Deconvoluton of Energy Spectra n the ATIC Exper-
ment—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 29th Inter-
natonal Cosmc Ray Conference/Tata Insttute of Funda-
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SCHWARDRON, N.A. Southwest Research 
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RAYMOND, J.C. Harvard-Smthsonan Center 
    for Astrophyscs
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Event—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Astrophys-
cal Journal.
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MOORE, R.J. unversty of Lousana
ALLISON, S.W. Oak Rdge
EDWARDS, D.L. EM50
Expermental Evdence of Trbolumnescence Induced by 
Hypervelocty Impact—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at 
the Hypervelocty Impact Symposum 2005, Lake Tahoe, 
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STS Derved Exploraton Launch Operatons—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the AIAA 1st Space Exploraton 




Auxiliary	 Propulsion	Activities	 in	 Support	 of	NASA’s	
Exploraton Intatve—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the AIAA 1st Space Exploraton Conference, Orlando, 
FL, January 30–February 2, 2005.
BHARDWAJ, A. Natonal Research Councl (NRC)
ELSNER, R.F. XD12
GLADSTONE, G.R. SWRI
WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
LuGAZ, N. unversty of Mchgan
CRAVENS,	T.E.	 University	Of	Kansas
BRANDuARDI-RAYMONT, G.   uCL, 
  Mullard Space Scence Laboratory (MSSL)
RAMSAY, G. unversty College London
SORIA, R. unversty College London
ET AL.
Auroral and Nonauroral X-Ray Emssons from Jupter: 
A Comparatve Vew—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n the Amercan Geophyscal unon Fall 




WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
CRAVENS,	T.E.	 University	of	Kansas
OSTGAARD, N. unversty of Calforna
CHANG, S-W.  uAH/SD50
METZGER, A.E. Jet Propulson Laboratory (JPL)
MAJEED, T. unversty of Mchgan
Frst Terrestral Soft X-Ray Aurora Observatons by Chan-
dra—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Huntsvlle 
Modelng Workshop: Challenges to Modelng the Sun-





WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
BRANDuARDI-RAYMONT, G. uCL, MSSL
FORD, P.G. Center for Space Research
Chandra X-Ray Observatons of Jovan Low-Lattude 
Emssons: Morphologcal, Temporal, and Spectral 
Characterstcs—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 






CRAVENS, T.E. unversty of Mchgan
WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
BRANDuARDI-RAYMONT, G.    uCL, MSSL
OSTGAARD, N. unversty of Bergen
DENNERL,	K.	 MPI	fur	Extraterrestrische
LISSE, C. unversty of Maryland
ET AL.
A Comparatve Vew of X-Rays from the Solar System—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n the 
proceedngs of the 2005 Jont Assembly, New Orleans, 
LA, May 23–27, 2005.
BHARDWAJ, A. NRC
ELSNER, R.F. XD12
WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
GLADSTONE, G.R. SWRI
CRAVENS,	T.E.	 University	of	Kansas
FORD, P.G. Center for Space Research
X-Rays from Saturn and Its Rngs—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at and publcaton n the proceedngs of the 2005 
Jont Assembly, New Orleans, LA, May 23–27, 2005.
BHARDWAJ, A. NRC
ELSNER, R.F. XD12
WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
GLADSTONE, G.R. SWRI
CRAVENS,	T.E.	 University	of	Kansas
FORD, P.G. Center for Space Research
Chandra Observaton of an X-Ray Flare at Saturn: Ev-
dence	for	Direct	Solar	Control	on	Saturn’s	Disk	X-Ray	





OSTGAARD, N. unversty of Bergen
WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
CRAVENS,	T.E.	 University	of	Kansas
CHANG, S-W. uAH/SD50
MAJEED, T. unversty of Mchgan/Amercan unversty
METZGER, A.E.  JPL
Frst Terrestral Soft X-Ray Auroral Observaton by the 
Chandra X-Ray Observatory—Abstract Only. For Con-
ference Proceedngs of the Journal of Atmospherc and 
Solar-Terrestral Physcs, as part of the Proceedngs of 
the Huntsvlle 2004 Workshop: Challenges to Modelng 
the Sun-Earth System, Huntsvlle, AL, October 18–22, 
2004.
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WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
GLADSTONE, G.R. SWRI
BRANDuARDI-RAYMONT, G. uCL, MSSL 
CRAVENS,	T.E.	 University	of	Kansas
FORD, P.G. Center for Space Research
X-Ray Emsson from the Saturnan System— Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n the proceedngs 
of	The	Asia	Oceania	Geosciences	Society’s	2nd	Annual	
Meetng, Sngapore, Sngapore, June 20–24, 2005. 
BHARDWAJ, A. NRC
ELSNER, R.F. XD12
WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
GLADSTONE, G.R. SWRI
CRAVENS,	T.E.	 University	of	Kansas
FORD, P.G. Center for Space Research
Discovery	of	Oxygen	Kalpha	X-Ray	Emission	from	the	
Rngs of Saturn—Abstract Only. For publcaton n The 
Astrophyscal Journal Letters.
BHAT, B.N. EM30
Materals Challenges n Space Exploraton—Presentaton. 
For presentaton at the Alcan Workshop, Issore, France, 
June 15–23, 2005. 
BHAT, B.N. EM30
Materals Challenges n Space Exploraton—Fnal Paper 
and Presentaton. For presentaton at the Aero Inda 2005—






Electrc Feld and Lghtnng Observatons n the Core of 
Category 4 Hurrcane Emly—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the 86th Annual AMS Meetng, Atlanta, GA, 
January 29–February 2, 2006. 
BLEVINS, J.A. XD22
DRAKE,	G.W.	 XD22
OSBORNE, R.J. ERC, Inc.
Development of Ionc Lqud Monopropellants for 
In-Space Propulson—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ ASEE Jont Propulson 
Conference, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
BLEVINS, J.A. XD22
OSBORNE, R.J. ERC, Inc.
DRAKE,	G.W.	 XD22
Development of Ionc Lqud Monopropellants for 
In-Space Propulson—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the 53rd JPM/2nd LPS/SP Jont Meetng, Monterey, CA, 




STRONG, J.D. Morgan Research Corp.
MCGREGOR, W.L. Morgan Research Corp.
In Stu Resource-Based Lunar and Martan Habtat Struc-
tures Development at NASA MSFC—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 1st Space Exploraton Conference: 
Contnung the Voyage of Dscovery, Orlando, FL, January 
30–February 2, 2005. 
BODIFORD, M.P. SD40
FISKE,	M.R.	 Morgan	Research	Corp.
MCGREGOR, W.  Morgan Research Corp.
POPE, R.D. Quals Corp.
In Stu Resource-Based Lunar and Martan Habtat Structures 
Development at NASA MSFC—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the AIAA 1st Exploraton Conference, Orlando, FL, 
January 31—February 1, 2005. 
BODIFORD, M.P. SD40
GILLEY, S.D. Tec-Masters, Inc.
HOWARD, R.W. Teledyne Brown Engneerng
KENNEDY,	J.P.	 Teledyne	Brown	Engineering
RAY, J.A. Teledyne Brown Engneerng
Are We There Yet? Developng In Stu Fabrcaton and 
Repar (ISFR) Technologes to Explore and Lve on the 
Moon and Mars—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
AIAA 1st Exploraton Conference, Orlando, FL, January 
31–February 1, 2005. 
BODIFORD, M.P. SD40
BROWN, G.N. SY10
MCGREGOR, W.L. Morgan Research Corp.
Break Even Analyss for Lunar and Planetary Habta-
ton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the AIAA/ASCE 
Earth and Space 2006, Houston, TX, March 5–8, 2005. 
BODIFORD, M.P. SD40
FISKE,	M.R.	 Morgan	Research	Corp.
Materals, Desgn, and Constructon of Lunar Structures 
Based Prmarly on In Stu Materals: An Overvew— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Habtaton 2006 
Conference, Orlando, FL, February 5–8, 2006. 
BONAMENTE, M. uAH
JOY, M. XD12
LAROQuE, S. unversty of Chcago
CARLSTROM, J. unversty of Chcago
REESE, E. unversty of Calforna, Davs
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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Cosmologcal Constrants from Sunyaev-Zeldovch Effect 
and X-Ray Data for 37 Galaxy Clusters—Abstract Only. 







Thermal and Non-Thermal Nature of the Soft Excess 
Emsson from Sersc 150–03 Observed wth XMM-New-




JANSEN, R. unversty of Toledo
DANKANICH,	J.W.	 Gray	Research,	Inc.
FRAME,	K.L.	 Gray	Research,	Inc.
Free Reboost Electrodynamc Tether on the Internatonal 
Space Staton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 41st 
AIAA/ASME/SAE/ ASEE Jont Propulson Conference, 
Tucson, AZ. July 10–13, 2005.
BRADSHAW, R.C.  unversty of Massachusetts
SCHMIDT, D.P. unversty of Massachusetts
ROGERS, J.R. XD42
KELTON,	K.F.	 Washington	University
HYERS, R.W. unversty of Massachusetts
Machne Vson for Hgh Precson Volume Measurement 
Appled to Levtated Contanerless Materals Process-
ng—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Revew of 
Scientific	Instruments.	
BRAGG-SITTON, S.M. ER11
Heat Ppe Reactor Dynamc Response Tests: SAFE–100a 
Reactor Core Prototype—Fnal Paper. For presentaton n 
the Proceedngs of the Space Nuclear Conference 2005, 
San Dego, CA, June 5–9, 2005. 
BRAGG-SITTON, S.M. ER11
Dynamc Response Testng n an Electrcally Heated 
Reactor Test Faclty—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Space Technology and Applcatons Internatonal 
Forum (STAIF 2006), Albuquerque, NM, February 12–16, 
2006. 
BRAGG-SITTON, S.M. ER11
MORTON, T.J. unversty of New Mexco
Dynamc Response Testng n an Electrcally Heated Reac-
tor Test Faclty—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Space 
Technology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 
2006), Albuquerque, NM, February 12–16, 2006. 
BROWN,	K.K.	 TD51
NELSON,	K.W.	 TD51
Technology Challenges for Deep-Throttle Cryogenc En-
gnes for Space Exploraton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the Space Technology and Applcatons Internatonal 




The Dstrbuton of Cloud to Ground Lghtnng Strke In-
tenstes and Assocated Magnetc Inductance Felds Near 
the	Kennedy	Space	Center—Final	Paper.	For	presentation	
at the 43rd AIAA Aerospace Scence Meetng, Reno, NV, 
January 10–13, 2005. 
CARPENTER,	P.K.	 XD42/BAE	Systems
GILLIES, D.C. XD41
Analyss of Iron Meteortes usng Computed Tomography 
and Electron-Probe Mcroanalyss—Abstract Only. 2005 
Mcroscopy and Mcroanalyss Meetng, Honolulu, HI, 
July 31–August 4, 2005. 
CARPENTER,	P.K.	 XD42/BAE	Systems
Calculated X-Ray Intenstes usng Monte Carlo Algo-
rthms: A Comparson to Expermental EPMA Data—Ab-
stract Only. 2005 Mcroscopy and Mcroanalyss Meetng, 
Honolulu, HI, July 31–August 4, 2005. 
CARPENTER,	P.K.	 XD42/BAE	Systems
A Comparson of Expermental EPMA Data and Monte 
Carlo Smulaton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
Workshop on Modelng Electron Transport for Applcaton 
n Electron and X-Ray Analyss and Metrology, Gathers-
burg, MD, November 8–10, 2004. 
CARPENTER	P.K.	 XD42/BAE	Systems
Quanttatve Electron Probe Mcroanalyss: State of the 
Art—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Goldschmdt 
Conference, Moscow, ID, May 20–25, 2005. 
CARPENTER,	P.K.	 XD42/BAE	Systems
Characterzaton Strateges and Requrements for Lunar 
Regolth Smulant Materals—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the Workshop on Granular Materals, Orlando, FL, 
February 1–3, 2005. 
CARRASQuILLO, R.L. EV50
ISS ECLSS Technology Evoluton for Exploraton—Ab-
stract Only. For presentaton at the 43rd AIAA Aerospace 
Scences Meetng and Exhbt, Reno, NV, January 10–13, 
2005. 
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CARRASQuILLO, R.L. EV50
ISS ECLSS Technology Evoluton for Exploraton—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 43rd AIAA Aerospace Sc-
ences Meetng and Exhbt, Reno, NV, January 10–13, 
2005. 
CARRINGTON,	C.K.	 SP20
DAY, G. Boeng Phantom Works
A Hgh-Energy Technology Demonstraton Platform: The 
Frst Step n a Steppng Stones Approach to Energy-Rch 





TATARA, J.D. Quals Corp.
MASON,	P.K.	 Hamilton	Sundstrand
Performance	Qualification	Test	of	the	ISS	Water	Processor	
Assembly (WPA) Expendables—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the 34th Internatonal Conference on Envronmental 
Systems (ICES), Rome, Italy, July 11–14, 2005.
CASE, J.T. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
ROBBINS, J. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
KHARKOVSKY,	S.	 University	of	Missouri-Rolla
HEPBuRN, F.L. EM20
ZOuGHI, R. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
Mcrowave and Mllmeter Wave Imagng of the Space 
Shuttle External Fuel Tank Spray on Foam Insulaton 
(SOFI) usng Synthetc Aperture Focusng Technques 
(SAFT)—Abstract Only. For presentaton at The 32nd 
Annual Revew of Progress n Quanttatve Nondestructve 
Evaluaton Conference, Brunswck, ME, July 31–August 
5, 2005, and for publcaton n the Amercan Insttute of 
Physcs.
CASE, J.T. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
ROBBINS, J. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
KHARKOVSKY,	S.	 University	of	Missouri-Rolla
HEPBuRN, F.L. EM20
ZOuGHI, R. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
Mcrowave and Mllmeter Wave Imagng of the Space 
Shuttle External Fuel Tank Spray on Foam Insulaton 
(SOFI) usng Synthetc Aperture Focusng Technques 
(SAFT)—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 32 Annual 
Revew of the Progress n Quanttatve Nondestructve 
Evaluaton Conference, Brunswck, ME, July 31–August 





ZIPSER, E.J. unversty of utah
NESBITT, S.W. Colorado State unversty
Three Years of TRMM Precptaton Features Part 1: Radar, 
Radometrc and Lghtnng Characterstcs—Fnal Paper. 
For publcaton n the Monthly Weather Revew.
CHANDLER, F. The Boeng Company
GRAYSON, G. The Boeng Company
MAZURKIVICH,	P.	 NP60
The Importance of Detaled Component Smulatons n the 
Feedsystem Development for a Two-Stage-to-Orbt Reus-
able Launch Vehcle—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Confer-
ence and Exhbt, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
CHANDLER, M.O. XD12
AVANOV, L.A. XD12
Estmaton of the Varaton of the Magnetc Feld Across 
the Magnetopause: Model/Data Synthess—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Amercan Geophyscal unon 2005 
Fall Meetng, San Francsco, CA, December 5–9, 2005, and 
n the Conference Proceedngs of the EOS 2005 Annual 
Amercan Geophyscal unon Fall Meetng, San Francsco, 
CA, December 5–9, 2005.
CHANG, H. XD42/uAH
SMITH, D.D. XD42/unversty of Mexco
Gan-Asssted Superlumnal Propagaton n Coupled 
Optcal Resonators—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 
the Optc Letters.
CHANG, H. XD42/uAH
SMITH, D.D. XD42/unversty of New Mexco
FULLER,	K.A.	 National	Space	Science	and	 




Slow and Fast Lght n Coupled Mcroresonators— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at The Internatonal Soc-
ety for Optcal Engneerng Optcs and Photoncs Confer-
ence, San Jose, CA, January 22–27, 2005. 
CHANG, J. Purple Mountan Laboratory
SCHMIDT,	W.K.H.	 	Max-Planck-Institut	für	Aeronomie
ADAMS, J.H. XD12
AHN, H.S. unversty of Maryland
BASHINDZHAGYAN, G.L. Moscow State unversty
BATKOV,	K.E.	 Moscow	State	University
CHRISTL, M. Lousana State unversty
FAZELY, A.F. Southern unversty
GANEL, O. unversty of Maryland
ET AL.
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The Electron Spectrum Above 20 GeV Measured by 
ATIC–2—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 29th 
Internatonal Cosmc Ray conference/Tata Insttute of 
Fundamental Research, Pune, Inda, August 3–10, 2005.
CHAVERS, D.G. XD22
BENGTSON, R. unversty of Texas at Austn




Status of Magnetc Nozzle and Plasma Detachment Ex-
perment—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 53rd 
JPM/2nd LPS/SP Jont Meetng (JANNAF), Monterey, 
CA, December 5–8, 2005.
CHAVERS, D.G. XD22
Magnetc Nozzle and Plasma Detachment Experment—
Experment Status—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
Space Technology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum, 
Albuquerque, NM, February 12–16, 2006.
CHEN, P-S. EM03
MITCHELL, M.L. EM03
Alloy NASA–HR–1—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n Aero-
space Structural Metals, Purdue Research Foundaton. 
CHENG, G.C. uAB
FARMER, R.C. uAB
Numercal Smulaton of Spray Combuston Flows wth a 
Lnearzed Real-Flud Model—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the Multphase Flow 2005 Conference, Portland, 







Prelmnary Assessment of Thrust Augmentaton of NEP 
Based Mssons—Extended Abstract. For presentaton 
at the Amercan Insttute of Aeronautcs and Astronau-
tcs—Space 2005 Space Conference, Long Beach, CA, 





Assmlaton of Atmospherc Infrared Sounder (AIRS) 
Data n a Regonal Model—Abstract Only. For presen-
taton at the 14th Conference on Satellte Meteorology 




raton—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n Eos—An AGu 
News Journal. 
CHRISTIAN, H.J.  XD11
Global Lghtnng Actvty—Abstract Only. For presenta-
tion	at	the	Cosmosphere	and	Space	Center,	Wichita,	KA,	
Aprl 14–15, 2005, and at The Mexcan Meteorologcal 
Conference, Cancun, Mexco, February 28–March 4, 
2005. 
CHRISTIAN, H.J. XD11
Global Lghtnng Observatons—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the 7th Plnus Conference on Medterranean 
Storms, Rthymnon, Crete, October 1–9, 2005. 
 
CHuNG, Y.T. The Boeng Company
LO, W. The Boeng Company
FOWLER, S.B. XP01
TOWNER, R. Jacobs Sverdrup
Evaluaton of Thermal Protecton Tle Transmssblty 
for Ground Vbraton Test—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the 23rd Internatonal Modal Analyss Conference, 






Research Opportuntes Supportng the Vson for Space 
Exploraton From the Transformaton of the Former M-
crogravty Materals Scence Program—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Amercan Insttute of Aeronautcs 
and Astronautcs Space Exploraton Conference, Orlando, 





End-to-End Study of the Transfer of Energy From Mag-
netosheath Ion Precptaton to the Cusp—Abstract Only. 






Modeled and Observed Relatonshp Between Ion En-
ergzaton and the Broadband ELF Spectrum—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and conference proceedngs of 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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the Amercan Geophyscal unon 2005 Fall Meetng, San 
Francsco, CA, December 5–9, 2005. 
COLE, J.W. XD20
Metallc Hydrogen and Nontube Magnets—Abstract Only. 
For	presentation	at	the	Army’s	National	Ground	Intelligence	
Center Workshop (MAD Scentst 2004), Charlottesvlle, VA, 
November 3–5, 2004. 
COLE, J.W. XD20
Beamed Energy and Other Concepts for Aerospace Propul-
son Applcatons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
Advanced Power and Energy Conference, Quantco, VA, 
August 3–5, 2005. 
COMARAZAMY, D.E.  unversty of Puerto Rco
GONZALEZ, J.E. Santa Clara unversty
LuVALL, J.C. XD11
RICKMAN,	D.L.	 XD11
A Valdaton Study of the urban Heat Island n the Tropcal 
Coastal Cty of San Juan, Puerto Rco—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Sxth Symposum on the urban Envron-
ment, Atlanta, GA, January 29–February 02, 2006. 
COOK,	S.	 NP01
TYSON, R. NP01
Next Generaton Launch Technology Program Lessons 
Learned—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 1st Space 
Exploraton Conference: Contnung the Voyage of Ds-
covery, Orlando, FL, January 30–February 1, 2005. 
COOKE,	W.J.	 EV13
MOSER, D. Morgan Research Corp.
An Evaluaton of the Accuracy of Meteor Shower Fore-
casts—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Fourth Eu-
ropean Conference on Space Debrs, Darnstadt, Germany, 





Observatons of the Geness Atmospherc Entry—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 2005 Dvson of Planetary 




A Search for Meteor Shower Sgnatures n the LDEF IDE 
Data—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Dust n Plan-
etary Systems/NASA/ ESA/Lunar and Planetary Insttute, 
Lhue, HI, September 26–30, 2005. 
COSMO, M.L.   Harvard-Smthsonan Center 
  for Astrophyscs
LORENZINI, E.C.   Harvard-Smthsonan Center 
  for Astrophyscs
GRAMER, D.J.    Orbtal Technologes Corp.
HOFFMAN, J.H. The unversty of Texas
MAZZOLENI, A.P.   North Carolna State unversty
TESSX: A Msson for Space Exploraton wth Teth-
ers—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 41st AIAA/
ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference, Tucson, 
AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 




Wormhole Growth and Evoluton Durng Drectonal So-
lidification	in	Small	Cylindrical	Channels—Abstract	Only.	
For presentaton at the 44th AIAA Aerospace Scences 





A Study of the Low Energy Magnetospherc Lobal Wnd 
and Possble Controllng Factors—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at and publcaton n the Proceedngs of 
the Amercan Geophyscal unon Sprng Meetng, New 





WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
ACTON, L.W. Montana State unversty
MAuRELLIS, A.N. Space Research Organzaton 
   Netherlands
GLADSTONE, G.R. SWRI
Scatterng of Solar X-Rays by Jupter and Saturn— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n the 
proceedngs of the 2005 Jont Assembly, New Orleans, 






Mesoscale Modelng of Atlanta, GA utlzng a New 
Hgh-Resoluton Landcover Data Set—Abstract Only. For 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
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presentaton at the 86th Annual AMS Meetng, Atlanta, 
GA, January 29–February 02, 2006. 
CROSSON, W.L.  XD11
LIMAYE, A. XD11
LAYMON, C.A. ISO4
Parameter Senstvty of Sol Mosture Retrevals from 
Arborne C- and X-band Radometer Measurements n 
SMEX02—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Transac-
tons of Geoscence and Remote Sensng/ IEEE Journal. 
CRuZEN, C.A. EO03
DYER, S.V. EO03
GIBBS III, R.E. The Boeng Company
CECH, J.G. Teledyne Brown Engneerng
Expandng Remote Scence Operatons Capabltes On-
board the Internatonal Space Staton—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the 2005 IEEE Aerospace Conference, Bg 
Sky, MT, March 5–12, 2005. 
CuRRERI, P.A. XD40
Space Resource utlzaton and Extendng Human Pres-
ence Across the Solar System—Abstract Only. For presen-
taton at the 1st Space Exploraton Conference, Orlando, 
FL, January 30–February 1, 2005.
CuRRERI, P.A. XD40
In Stu Resources n Space—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the Natonal Space and Mssle Materals Sympo-





BuECHLER, D. The Global Hydrology and Clmate Center
HALL, J. The Global Hydrology and Clmate Center
Total Lghtnng n the Warnng Decson Makng Pro-
cess—Two Years of Case Studes—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 86th Annual AMS Meetng, Second 
Conference on Meteorologcal Applcatons of Lghtnng 
Data, Atlanta, GA, January 29–February 2, 2006. 
DARROuZET, F. Belgan Insttute for Space Aeronomy
DE	KEYSER,	J.	 Belgian	Institute	for	Space	Aeronomy
DECREAu, P.  Laboratore de Physque et 
  Chme de IEvronnement
GALLAGHER, D.L. XD12
PIERRARD, V. Belgan Insttute for Space Aeronomy
LEMAIRE, J. Belgan Insttute for Space Aeronomy
DANDOURAS,	I.	 		Centre	d’Etude	Spatiale 
   des Rayonnements
MATSuI, H. Space Scence Center
DuNLOP, M.   Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
ANDRE, M.   Swedsh Insttute of Space Physcs
Analyss of Plasmaspherc Plumes: CLuSTER and IM-
AGE Observatons and Numercal Smulatons—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n proceedngs 
of the Sesson C5 of the General Congress of the French 
Physcal Socety (SFP) and Belgan Physcal Socety 









SABA, J.  LMSAL, GSFC
ALEXANDER, D. Rce unversty
MTRAP: The Magnetc Regon Probe—Abstract 
Only—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at and Proceedngs 
of the SPIE Optcs and Photoncs, San Dego, CA, July 






OBERRIGHT, J.E.    GSFC
EVANS, D.C. GSFC
SABA, J.   LMSAL, GSFC
ALEXANDER, D. Rce unversty
MTRAP: The Magnetc Transton Regon Probe— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Solar and Space 
Physcs and the Vson for Space Exploraton NASA 
GSFC, Charlottesvlle, VA, October 16–20, 2005. 
DAVIS, S.E. EM10
HERALD, S.D. ICRC Aerospace Servces
STOLZFuS, J.M. NASA Whte Sands Test Faclty
ENGEL, C.D. Quals Corp.
BOHLEN, J.W.    Northrop Grumman Integrated Systems
PALM, T.    Northrop Grumman Integrated Systems
ROBINSON, J.J. The Boeng Company Phantom Works
Potental of Organc Matrx Compostes for Lqud Oxy-
gen Tanks—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 2005 
Natonal Space and Mssle Materals Symposum, Sum-
merln, NV, June 27–July 1, 2005. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
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DECKER,	R.	 EV13
LEACH, R. Morgan Research Corp.
Assessment of Atmospherc Wnds Aloft Durng NASA 
Space Shuttle Program Day-of-Launch Operatons—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 43rd AIAA Aerospace Sc-





Space Shuttle External Tank Ice Formaton Chamber 
Testng—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 44th 
AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng, Reno, NV, January 
9–12, 2006. 
DELAY, T. EM40
Composte Tank Technologes Development—Presenta-
ton. For presentaton at the SAMPE Conference, Long 
Beach, CA, May 2–6, 2005. 
DICKERSON,	T.	 XD21
MYRABO, L.N.    Rensselaer Polytechnc Insttute
Msson Analyss for LEO Mcrowave Power-Beamng 
Staton n Orbtal Launch of Mcrowave Lghtcraft— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 4th Internatonal 
Symposum on Beamed Energy Propulson (ISBEP4), 
Nara, Japan, November 15–18, 2005. 
DING, J. EM30
Lcensng and Development Opportuntes for Sold State 
Weldng at Marshall Space Flght Center—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Natonal Desgn and Engneerng Show, 
Chcago, IL, March 7-–10, 2005. 
DISCHINGER, JR., H.C. EV11
MuLLINS, J.B. EV11
A Robotcs Systems Desgn Need: A Desgn Standard 
to Provde the Systems Focus that s Requred for Long-
Term Exploraton Efforts—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the Internatonal Conference on Envronmental Systems 
(ICES), Rome, Italy, July 11–14, 2005. 
DISCHINGER, P. IS05
CORE IT Servces—Presentaton. For presentaton at the 
NASA Small Busness Conference, New York, NY, August 
31–September 2, 2005. 
DISCHINGER, P. IS05
Common Badgng and Access Control System (CBACS)—
Abstract and Conference Presentaton. For presentaton 
at the 7th Annual Redstone Arsenal and NASA Marshall 
Informaton Technology (IT) Securty and Assurance 




Conservaton of Fold and Topology of Functonal Ele-
ments n the Thamn Pyrophosphate Enzymes—Abstract 




MARCu, B. The Boeng Company
Applcaton of a Real-Tme Turbomachnery Analyss to 
Rocket Turbopump Geometrcs—Fnal Paper. For presen-
taton at the AIAA 43rd Aerospace Scences Meetng and 
Exhbt, Reno, NV, January 10–13, 2005. 
DORNEY, S.M. ER43
HAIMES, B. MIT
Automated Extracton of Secondary Flow Features— 
Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 43rd Aerospace Sc-




CHRISTENSEN, C.B. The Taur Group
Advanced Technology Lfecycle Analyss System (AT-
LAS) Technology Tool Box (TTB)—Presentaton. For 
presentaton at the Space Technology and Applcatons 







A New Famly of Ionc Lquds 1-Amno-3-Alkyl-1,2,3-
Trazolum Ntrates—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 
Journal of Chemcal Crystallography. 
DuARTE, L.A. EV10
Innovatve Safety Panel Approach for the Return-to-Flght 
of the Space Shuttle Vehcle—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the lst Internatonal Assocaton for the Advance-
ment of Space Safety (IAASS) Conference, Nce, France, 
October 25–27, 2005. 
ECCLES, W. Vanderblt unversty
KASZYNSKI,	P.	 Vanderbilt	University
STuLGIES, B. Vanderblt unversty
GOSTOWSKI,	R.	 XD22
BLEVINS, J.A. XD22
Straned Hydrocarbons at Potental Hypergolc Fuels— 
Abstract and Presentaton. For presentaton at the 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
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Amercan Chemcal Socety Sprng 2005 Natonal Meet-
ng, San Dego, CA, March 13–17, 2005. 
ECCLES, W. XD20
Chapter 1: The Synthess and Testng of Hghly Straned 
Cyclc and Polycyclc Molecules as Hypergolc Fu-
els—Abstract Only. Thess, Wendy Eccles, Vanderblt 






VPS Process for Copper Components n Thrust Chamber 
Assembles—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Copper 
for the 21st Century Symposum at the Materals Scence 







VPS Functonal Gradent Coatngs for Injector Face-
plates—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 53rd 
JANNAF Propulson Meetng/2nd Lqud Propulson 
Subcommttee/1st Spacecraft Propulson Jont Meetng, 




WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
CRAVENS,	T.E.	 University	of	Kansas
FORD, P.G. Center for Space Research
BRANDuARDI-RAYMONT, G. uCL, MSSL
RAMSAY, G. uCL, MSSL
RAMSEY, B.O. XD12
Chandra X-Ray Observatory Observatons of the Jovan 
System—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Sx Years 
of Scence Wth Chandra Symposum Chandra X-Ray 




WAITE, JR., J.H. unversty of Mchgan
CRAVENS,	T.E.	 University	of	Kansas
FORD, P.G. Center for Space Research
BRANDuARDI-RAYMONT, G. uCL, MSSL
Chandra X-Ray Observatory Observatons of the Jovan 
System—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publ-
caton n the proceedngs of The 37th Annual Meetng 
of the Dvson for Planetary Scences of the Amercan 










and the Io Plasma Torus—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at and publcaton n the proceedngs of the SPIE Optcs 
and Photoncs 2005, San Dego, CA, July 31–August 4, 
2005.
EMRICH, W. XD21
Mcronstabltes n the Gasdynamc Mrror Propulson 
System—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 41st 
AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference, 
Tucson, AZ, July 11–13, 2005. 
EMRICH, W. XD21
A Molten Salt Am242m Producton Reactor for Space 
Applcatons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 2005 
ANS Annual Meetng, San Dego, CA, June 5–9, 2005. 
EMRICH, W. XD21
Mcronstabltes n the Gasdynamc Mrror Propulson 
System—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 41st 
AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference 
and Exhbt, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
EMRICH, W. XD21
Nonnuclear NTR Envronmental Smulator—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Space Technology and Appl-
catons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 2006), Albuquerque, 










Cryogenc Performance of a Lghtweght Slcon Carbde 
Mrror—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton 
n the proceedngs of the SPIE Optcs and Photoncs An-
nual Meetng: Optcal Materals and Structure Technology, 
San Dego, CA, July 31–August 4, 2005. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION










Cryogenc Performance of Trex SC Mrror—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Mrror Technology Days, 
Huntsvlle, AL, August 16–18, 2005. 
ENGBERG, R.C. ET23
LASSITER, J. ET23
Pezoelectrc Sensor Evaluaton for Structural Health 
Montorng of Cryogenc Structures—Presentaton. For 
presentaton at the Alabama A&M Workshop, Normal, 
AL, June 30, 2005. 
ENGBERG, R.C. ET23
Structural Health Montorng of Composte Plates under 
Ambent and Cryogenc Condtons—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the Amercan Insttute of Aeronautcs and 
Astronautcs Structures, Structural Dynamcs and Mater-
als Conference, Austn, TX, Aprl 18–21, 2005.
ENGEL, C.D. Quals Corp.
HERALD, S.D. ICRC Aerospace Servces
DAVIS, S.E. EM10
Heated Promoted Combuston—Intal Test Results—Pre-
sentaton. For presentaton at the Natonal Space and 
Mssles Materals Symposum, Summerln, NV, June 
27–July 1, 2005. 
ENGEL, C.D. Quals Corp.
HERALD, S.D. ICRC Aerospace Servces
DAVIS, S.E. EM10
Mechancal Impact Testng—A Statstcal Measurement—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the ASTM Internatonal 
11th Internatonal Symposum on Flammablty and Sen-
stvty of Materals n Oxygen-Enrched Atmospheres, 
Washngton, DC, October 18–20, 2006. 
ENGEL, C.D. Quals Corp.
HERALD, S.D. ICRC Aerospace Servces
DAVIS, S.E. EM10
Promoted Metals Combuston at Ambent and Elevated 
Temperatures—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the ASTM 
Internatonal 11th Internatonal Symposum on Flamma-
blty and Senstvty of Materals n Oxygen-Enrched 
Atmospheres, Washngton, DC, October 18–20, 2006. 
ENGEL, C.D. Quals Corp.
HERALD, S.D. ICRC Aerospace Servces
DAVIS, S.E. EM10
Mechancal Impact Testng—A Statstcal Measurement—
Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the ASTM Internatonal 
11th Internatonal Symposum on Flammablty and Sen-
stvty of Materals n Oxygen-Enrched Atmospheres, 




FIMOGNARI III, P.J. uAH
Desgn and Constructon of the PT–1 Prototype Plasmod 
Thruster—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Space 
Technology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 




FIMOGNARI III, P.J. uAH
Desgn and Constructon of the PT–1 Prototype Plasmod 
Thruster—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Space 
Technology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 
2006), Albuquerque, NM, February 12–16, 2006. 
EVANS, S.W. EM50
STELLINGWERF, R.F.     Stellngwerf Consultng
STALLWORTH, R. EV32
Comparson Between SPHC Hydrocode Results and 
Christiansen’s	Whipple	 Shield	 Ballistic	 Limit	 Rela-
tons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Hyperveloc-
ty Impact Symposum 2005, Lake Tahoe, CA, October 
10–14, 2005. 
EVANS, S.W. EM50
WILLIAMSEN, J.E.  Insttute for Defense Analyses
Orbtal Debrs Shape and Orentaton Effects on Bal-
lstc Lmts—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 46th 
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural 




RS–88 Pad Abort Demonstrator (PAD) Thrust Chamber 
Assembly (TCA) Testng—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Confer-




The Busness Case for Spral Development n Heavy 
Launch Vehcle Systems—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
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at the 41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson 
Conference, Tucson, AZ, July 11–15, 2005. 
FARR, R.A. EV11
WILET, J.T. EV23
VITARIuS, P. Freel Innovatons
Comparson of the Effects of usng Tygon Tubng n 
Rocket Propulson Ground Test Pressure Transducer 
Measurements—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 41st 
AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference, 
Tucson, AZ, July 11–15, 2005. 
FENDER, R.D. unversty of Southampton
MuXLOW, T.W.B. unversty of Manchester
GARRETT, M. Jont Insttute for VLBI n Europe
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
GAENSLER, B.M. Harvard-Smthsonan Center 
    for Astrophyscs
GARRINGTON, S.T. unversty of Manchester
PARAGI, Z. Jont Insttute for VLBI n Europe
TuDOSE, V.  unversty of Amsterdam/Astronomcal 
   Insttute of the Romanan Academy
MILLER-JONES, J.C.A. unversty of Amsterdam
ET AL.
Structure n the Rado Counterpart to SGR 1806–20— 
Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Monthly Notces for 




ASHLEY, P.R. u.S. Army AMRDEC
ABuSHAGuR, M.A.G. RIT
A MEMS Mcro-Translaton Stage wth Long Lnear 
Translaton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the NANO 
and Mcrosystems Technology and Metrologes Confer-
ence, Huntsvlle, AL, November 17–18, 2004. 
FERGuSON, D.C. NP23
VAYNER, B.V. NP23
GALOFARO, J.T. NASA GRC
HILLARD, G.B. NASA GRC
Archng n LEO—Does the Whole Array Dscharge?— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 9th Spacecraft 
Chargng Technology Conference, Tsukuba, Japan, Aprl 
4–8, 2005. 
FERGuSON, D.C. NP23
VAYNER, B.V. Oho Aerospace Insttute
GALOFARO, J.T. NASA GRC
HILLARD, G.B. NASA GRC
VAuGHN, J. NP23
SCHNEIDER, T. NP23
NASA GRC and MSFC Space-Plasma Arc Testng Proce-
dures—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 9th Spacecraft 
Chargng Technology Conference, Tsukuba, Japan, Aprl 
4–8, 2005. 
FERGuSON, D.C. NP23
VAYNER, B.V. Oho Aerospace Insttute
GALOFARO, J.T. NASA GRC
HILLARD, G.B. NASA GRC
Arcng n LEO—Does the Whole Array Dscharge?— 
Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 9th Spacecraft Charg-
ng Technology Conference, Tsukuba, Japan, Aprl 4–8, 
2005. 
FERNANDEZ,	K.R.	 XD41
ROBOSIM Modelng of NASA and DoD Robotc Con-
cepts—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the IEEE South-
eastern Software Engneerng Conference, Huntsvlle, AL, 
March 28–31, 2005. 
FERNANDEZ,	K.R.	 XD41
Transition	Report	for	Dr.	Ken	Fernandez,	NASA	Marshall	
Space Flght Center—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at	 the	NASA	Administrator’s	Fellowship	Program	2005	
Symposum, San Jose, CA, July 25, 2005. 
FINCKENOR,	J.	 EV32
CORDER, J.G. EV32/Jacobs Sverdrup
MEEHAN, J. EV32
OWENS, J. EV32/Quals Corp.
TIDWELL, P. EV32
Managed Development Envronment Successes for 
MSFC’s	VIPA	Team—Abstract	Only.	 For	 presentation	
at The Collaboratve Engneerng and IT Envronments 
Workshop 2005, Huntsvlle, AL, March 1–3, 2005. 
FINCKENOR,	J.	 EV32
CORDER, J.G. EV32/Jacobs Sverdrup
OWENS, J. EV32/Quals Corp.
MEEHAN, J. EV32/Quals Corp.
TIDELL II, P.H. Alled Aerospace
Managed Development Envronment Successes for 
MSFC’s	VIPA	Team—Final	Paper.	For	presentation	at	The	
Collaboratve Engneerng and IT Envronments Workshop 
2005, Huntsvlle, AL, March 1–3, 2005. 
FINCKENOR,	M.M.	 EM50
Investgatons of Space Envronment Effects at Marshall 
Space Flght Center—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 44th AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and Exhbt, 
Reno, NV, January 9–12, 2006. 
FISHMAN, G.J. XD12
GRBs—The Prompt Emsson—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at The 3rd Amercan Assocaton of Varable Star 
Observers (AAVSO) Hgh Energy Astrophyscs Workshop, 
Las Cruces, NM, March 21, 2005. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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FISHMAN, G.J. XD12
Space-Borne Observatons of Intense Gamma-Ray Flashes 
Above Thunderstorms—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at	 the	Union	Radio-Scientifique	 Internationale	 (USRI)	
Natonal Meetng, Boulder, CO, January 5–8, 2005. 
FISHMAN, G.J. XD12
Don Clayton and Nuclear Gamma-Ray Astronomy—Ab-
stract Only. For presentaton at the Astronomy Wth Ra-
doactvtes V, Clemson, SC, September 5–9, 2005. 
FISHMAN, G.J. XD12
PENDLETON, G. Dynetcs Corp.
BATSE Observatons of TGFs—Further Analyss and 
Atmospherc Propagaton Studes—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at and Conference Proceedngs of the Amer-
can Geophyscal unon Fall Meetng, San Francsco, CA, 






Testng of a Spray-Bar Thermodynamc Vent System n 
Lqud Ntrogen—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
Cryogenc Engneerng Conference and Internatonal 
Cryogenic	Materials	Conference,	Keystone,	CO,	August	
29–September 2, 2005. 
FLYNN,	K.	 NP60
GuBERT, M. NP60
Lghtweght Nonmetallc Thermal Protecton Materals 
Technology (LNTPMT) Project—Presentaton. For presen-
taton at the ARC–JET Technology Workshop, Houston, 
TX, July 26–28, 2005. 
FOOTE, J.P. XD21
LITCHFORD, R.J. XD21
Expermental Investgaton of Magnesum Powder Com-
buston wth CO2 for Mars Ascent Applcatons—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Jont Propulson Conference, 
Tucson, AZ, July 11–13, 2005. 
FOOTE, J.P. XD21
LITCHFORD, R.J. XD21
Powdered Magnesum-Carbon Doxde Combuston for 
Mars Propulson—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
41st AIA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference 
and Exhbt, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
FORD,	P.G.	 MIT	Kavli	Institute	for	Astrophysics	 
  and Space Research
ELSNER, R.F. XD12
X-Ray Spectroscopy of Optcally Brght Planets usng the 
Chandra Observatory—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at and publcaton n the proceedngs of the 2005 Jont 
Assembly, New Orleans, LA, May 23–27, 2005. 
FRADY, G. ER41
The Role of Structural Dynamcs and Testng n the Shuttle 
Flowlner Crack Investgaton—Fnal Paper. For presen-
taton at the AIAA Structures, Structural Dynamcs, and 
Materals Conference, Austn, TX, Aprl 18–21, 2005. 
FRAZIER, D.O. SD40
PALEY, M.S. SD40/AZ Tech
STRONG, J.D. Morgan Research Corp.
Thin	 Films	 and	 Inflatable	Applications	 in	Exploration	
Habtat Structures—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the 1st Space Exploraton Conference: Contnung the 





Control of Combuston-Instabltes Through Varous Pas-
sve Devces—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 11th 
AIAA/CEAS Aeroacoustc Conference, Monterey, CA, 
May 23–25, 2005. 
FREuNDLICH, A. unversty of Houston
IGNATIEV, A. unversty of Houston
HORTON, C. unversty of Houston
DUKE,	M.	 Colorado	School	of	Mines
CuRRERI, P.A. XD40
SIBILLE, L. BAE Systems
Manufacture of Solar Cells on the Moon—Fnal Paper. 
For publcaton n the IEEE Journal. 
GAENSLER, B.M. Harvard-Smthsonan Center 
    for Astrophyscs
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
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BRISCOE, J.M. EI21
Genetc Optmzaton and Smulaton of a Pezoelectrc 
Ppe-Crawlng Inspecton Robot—Fnal Paper. For presen-
taton at the IEEE Internatonal Conference on Robotcs 
and Automaton, Barcelona, Span, Aprl 18–22, 2005. 
HOOVER, R.B. XD12
Mneralzed Remans of Morphotypes of Flamentous 
Cyanobactera n Carbonaceous Meteortes—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n the proceedngs 
of The Internatonal Symposum of Optcal Scence and 
Technology 50th Annual Meetng—Instruments, Methods, 
and Mssons for Astrobology IX, San Dego, CA, July 
31–August 4, 2005. 
HOOVER, R.B. XD12
Comets, Carbonaceous Meteortes, and the Orgn of the 






Planetary Surface Reactor Radaton Sheldng—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Space Technology and Appl-
catons Internatonal Forum, (STAIF 2006), Albuquerque, 
NM, February 12–16, 2006. 
HOuTS, M.G. NP50
Integraton and utlzaton of Nuclear Systems on the Moon 
and Mars—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Space 
Technology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 












Development, Integraton, and utlzaton of Surface 
Nuclear Energy Sources for Exploraton Mssons—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the Space Nuclear Conference 





Smulaton and Ground Testng wth the AVGS—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the SPIE Defense and Securty Symposum, 
Orlando, FL, March 28–Aprl 1, 2005. 
  
HOWARD, R.W. SY10
In Stu Fabrcaton Technologes: Meetng the Challenge 
for Exploraton—Presentaton. For presentaton at the 
Natonal Space and Mssle Materals Symposum, Las 




Novel Space-Based Solar Power Technologes and Arch-
tectures for Earth and Beyond—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the 56th Internatonal Astronautcal Congress, 




In-Space Cryogenc Propellant Depot Steppng Stone—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 56th Internatonal 




Hgh-Voltage Array Ground Test for Drect-Drve Solar 
Electrc Propulson—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the 56th Internatonal Astronautcal Congress, Fukuoka, 
Japan, October 17–21, 2005. 




png Stones—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 56th 
Internatonal Astronautcal Congress, Fukuoka, Japan, 
October 17–21,2005. 
HuEBNER, L.D. NP60
SAIYED, N.H. NASA Headquarters
SWINT, M.S. NP60
Advanced Development Projects for Constellaton From 
the Next Generaton Launch Technology Program Ele-
ments—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 56th Inter-




Flm Delvery Module for Fber Replacement Fabrcaton 
of Hybrdzed Composte Structures—Abstract Only. For 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
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presentaton at the SAMPE Conference, Long Beach, CA, 
May 1–5, 2005. 
HuLL, M.S. Luna Innovatons Inc.
TASSELL, V. Luna Innovatons Inc.
PENNINGTON, C.D. Luna Innovatons Inc.
ROMAN, M.C. EV52
Advanced Fber-Optc Montorng System for Space-Flght 
Applcatons—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Inter-
natonal Conference on Envronmental Systems (ICES), 
Rome, Italy, July 11–15, 2005. 




In-Space Radator Shape Optmzaton usng Genetc 
Algorthms—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Space 
Technology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum, Albu-
querque, NM, February 12–16, 2006. 
HuLL, P.V. EV11/Jacobs Sverdrup
TINKER,	M.L.	 EV11
DOZIER, G. Auburn unversty
Evolutionary	Optimization	 of	 a	Geometrically	Refined	
Truss—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Structural and 
Multdscplnary Optmzaton, Internatonal Socety for 
Structural and Multdscplnary Optmzaton. 
HuLL, P.V. EV11/Jacobs Sverdrup
CANFIELD, S.L. Tennessee Technologcal unversty
Optmal Synthess of Complant Mechansms usng Subd-
vson and Commercal FEA (DETC2004–57497)—Fnal 
Paper. For publcaton n the Journal of Mechncal Desgn 
and Amercan Socety of Mechancal Engneers. 
HYERS, R.W.  unversty of Massachusetts
LEE, J. unversty of Massachusetts
BRADSHAW, R.C.  unversty of Massachusetts
ROGERS, J.R. XD42
RATHZ, T.J. uAH
WALL, J.J. unversty of Tennessee
CHOO, H. unversty of Tennessee
LIAW,	P.K.	 University	of	Tennessee
Non-Contact Creep Resstance Measurement for ultrahgh-
Temperature Materals—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 2005 Natonal Space and Mssle Materals Sympo-
sum, Summerln, NV, June 27, 2005–July 1, 2005. 
HYERS, R.W. unversty of Massachusetts
SANSOuCIE, M.P. EV11
PEPYNE, D. unversty of Massachusetts
HANLON, A.B. unversty of Massachusetts
DESHMUKH,	A.	 	University	of	Massachusetts
Intellgent, Self-Dagnostc Thermal Protecton System for 
Future Spacecraft—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
2005 Natonal Space and Mssle Materals Symposum, 
Summerln, NV, June 27–July 1, 2005. 
IGNATIEV, A. unversty of Houston
FREuNDLICH, A. unversty of Houston
ALEMu, A. unversty of Houston
SIBILLE, L. BAE Systems
CuRRERI, P.A. XD40
An Energy-Rch Envronment for the Moon by Solar Cell 
Fabrcaton on the Moon—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 56th Internatonal Astronautcal Congress, Fukuoka, 
Japan, October 17–21, 2005. 
ING, S.H. IS05
NASA Integrated Servces Envronment—Abstract 
and Presentaton Only. For presentaton at the 7th An-
nual Redstone Arsenal and NASA Marshall Informaton 
Technology (IT) Securty and Assurance Conference and 





SIAM-SERVER: An Envronmental Montorng and Dec-
son Support System for Meso-amerca—Abstract Only. 
For	presentation	at	the	Lecture	for	the	City	of	Knowledge,	
City	 of	Knowledge	Foundation,	Panama	City,	Panama,	
August 18, 2005. 
IRWIN, R.W. Purdue unversty
TINKER,	M.L.	 EV11
Prelmnary Desgn of a Manned Nuclear Electrc Propul-
son Vehcle usng Genetc Algorthms—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the Space Technology and Applcatons 
Internatonal Forum (STAIF 2005), Albuquerque, NM, 
February 13–17, 2005. 
JAAP, J. EO50
PHILLIPS, S. EO50
Incremental Schedulng Engnes for Human Exploraton of 
the Cosmos—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Interna-
tonal Conference on Automated Plannng and Schedulng 
(ICAPS 2005), Monterey, CA. June 5–10, 2005. 
JAAP, J. EO50
PHILLIPS, S. EO50
Consderatons for usng an Incremental Scheduler for 
Human Exploraton Task Schedulng—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the 2005 IEEE Aerospace Conference, 
Bg Sky, MT, March 5–12, 2005. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION




Enablng New Operatons Concepts for Lunar and Mars 
Exploraton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Space 
Technology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 
2005), Albuquerque, NM, February 13–17, 2005. 
JAAP, J. EO50
PHILLIPS, S. EO50
Incremental Schedulng Engnes—Cost Savng Through 
Automaton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Interna-
tonal Conference on Automated Plannng and Schedulng 
(ICAPS 2005), Monterey, CA, June 5–10, 2005. 
JAAP, J. EO50
MEYER, P. EO50
Nexus: Plannng Tomorrow, Today—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Internatonal Conference on Automated 
Plannng and Schedulng (ICAPS 2005), Monterey, CA, 











Polarmetrc Scannng Radometer C and X Band Mcro-
wave Observatons Durng SMEX03—Abstract Only. 
For publcaton n IEEE Transactons on Geoscence and 
Remote Sensng. 
JACOBY, M.T. Schafer Corp.







Actvely Cooled SLMS TM Technology for HEL Ap-
plcatons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the SPIE 
Internatonal Symposum Defense and Securty, Orlando, 
FL, March 28–Aprl 1, 2005. 
JAMES, B.F. TD05
MUNK,	M.	 TD05
MOON, S.A. Gray Research
NASA Development of Aerocapture Technologes— 






Detecton of Tornado Damage Tracks Wth EOS Data—
Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of Weather 
and Forecastng. 
JEDLOVEC, G.J. XD11
The NASA Short-Term Predcton and Research Transton 
(SPoRT) Center—A Research to Operatons Test Bed—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Second NPOESS 







Space Shuttle Body Flap Actuator Bearng Testng for 
NASA Return to Flght—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n 
the Proceedngs WTC 2005, World Trbology Conference 




Space Vehcle Terrestral Envronment Desgn Requre-
ments Gudelnes—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the 44th AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and Exhbt, 




The	Definition	 and	 Interpretation	 of	Terrestrial	 Envi-
ronment Desgn Inputs for Aerospace Vehcle Desgn 
Consderatons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
AMS 12th Conference on Avaton, Range and Aero-
space Meteorology (ARAM), Atlanta, GA, January 29– 








NASA In-Space Propulson Technology Program Over-
vew and update—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 36th 
Annual Dvson for Planetary Scence (DPS), Lousvlle, 
KY,	November	8–10,	2004.	
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION





MATLOFF, G.L. Gray Research/New York Cty 
    College of Technology
TAYLOR, T. BAE Systems
CUTTING,	K.	 Gray	Research
A Strategc Roadmap to Centaur—Fnal Paper. For 
publcaton n the Journal of the Brtsh Interplanetary 
Socety. 
JOHNSON, L. NP40
MATLOFF, G.L. Gray Research/New York Cty 
    College of Technology
The Interstellar Conspracy—Fnal Paper. For publcaton 






Step Toward Interstellar Exploraton—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the 4th Symposum on Realstc Near-
Term	Advanced	Scientific	Space	Mission,	Aosta,	 Italy,	







Toward Interstellar Exploraton—Fnal Paper. For publca-
ton n the Journal of the Brtsh Interplanetary Socety. 
JOHNSON, R.W. Auburn unversty
STRICKLAND,	M.	 EI42
3-D Packagng: A Technology Revew—Fnal Paper. Paper 







Status of the Combuston Devces Injector Technology Pro-
gram at the NASA MSFC—Fnal Paper and Presentaton. 
For presentaton at the 41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont 
Propulson Conference, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
JuSTuS, C.G. Morgan Research Corp.
DuVALL, A.L. Morgan Research Corp.
KELLER,	V.W.	 EV13
Atmospherc Models for Mars Aerocapture—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont 
Propulson Conference, Tucson, AZ, July 11–13, 2005. 
JuSTuS, C.G. Morgan Research Corp.
DuVALL, A.L. Morgan Research Corp.
KELLER,	V.W.	 EV13
Mars Aerocapture and Valdaton of Mars-Gram wth TES 
Data—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 53rd Jont 
Army-Navy-NASA-Ar Force Propulson Meetng/2nd 
Lqud Propulson Subcommttee/Spacecraft Propulson 
Jont Meetng, Monterey, CA, December 5–8, 2005. 
KALEMCI,	E.	 University	of	California




Search for Polarzaton from the Prompt Gamma-Ray 
Emsson of GRB 041219 Wth SPI on Integral—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n The Astrophyscal Journal. 
KALMANSON,	P.C.	 PRAXIS,	INC./




THONNARD, S.  u.S. NRL
SPANN, J.F. XD12
The Optomechancal Desgn and Operaton of the Iono-
spherc Mappng and Geocoronal Experment—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n the proceed-
ngs of the SPIE Optcs and Photoncs, San Dego, CA, 




Space Vehcle Ocean Recovery Consderatons—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 44th AIAA Aerospace Sc-
ences Meetng and Exhbt, Reno, NV, January 9–12, 
2006. 
KESTER,	T.J.	 XD32
Poco Graphte Mrror Metrology Report—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Mrror Technology Days, 
Huntsvlle, AL. To be posted at <http://optcs.nasa.gov>, 
August 16–18, 2005. 
KHARKOVSKY,	S.	 University	of	Missouri-Rolla
CASE, J.T. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
ABOU-KHOUSA,	M.A.	 University	of	Missouri-Rolla
ZOuGHI, R. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
HEPBuRN, F.L. EM20
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
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Mllmeter Wave Detecton of Localzed Anomales n the 
Space Shuttle External Fuel Tank Insulatng Foam—Fnal 





ZOuGHI, R. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
Inspecton of the Space Shuttle External Tank SOFI usng 
Near-Feld and Focused Mllmeter Wave Nondestructve 
Testng Technques—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n Ma-
terals Evaluaton. 
KHARKOVSKY,	S.	 University	of	Missouri-Rolla
CASE, J.T. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
ZOuGHI, R. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
HEPBuRN, F. EM20
Mllmeter Wave Detecton of Localzed Anomales n the 
Space Shuttle External Fuel Tank Insulatng Foam and 
Acreage Heat Tles—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
IMTC 2005—Instrumentaton and Measurement Technol-




Electrodynamc Tether as a Thruster for MXER Stud-
es—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n 
the proceedngs of the Amercan Insttute of Aeronautcs 
and Astronautcs (AIAA) Propulson Conference, Tucson, 




Eletrodynamc Tether as a Thruster for MXER Studes—
—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Jont Propulson 





Analyss of Bare-Tether Systems as a Thruster for MXER 
Studes—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 9th Space-
craft Chargng Technology Conference, Tsukuba, Japan, 
Aprl 4–8, 2005. 
KHAZANOV,	G.V.	 XD12
GAMAYUNOV,	K.V.	 XD12
Rng Current Dynamc n the Presence of EMIC 
Waves—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Amercan 
Geophyscal unon Sprng Meetng, New Orleans, LA, 




The Role of the Heavy Ions n the Generaton of EMIC 
Waves—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the European 
Geophyscal unon General Assembly 2005, Venna, 
Austra, Aprl 24–29, 2005. 
KHAZANOV,	G.V.	 XD12
KRIVORUTSKY,	E.N.	 NRC
Grd-Sphere Current Collecton n Vew of the TSS–1, 
TSS–1R Msson Results—Abstract Only. For publcaton 




Current Collecton by Grd-Sphere Electrode n Space—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n the 
proceedngs of the 53rd JANNAF Propulson Meetng/2nd 
Lqud Propulson Subcommttee/1st Spacecraft Propul-




Analyss of Bare-Tether Systems as a Thruster for MXER 
Studes—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of 
Geophyscal Research. 
KHAZANOV,	G.V.	 XD12
Rng Current-Electromagnetc Ion Cyclotron Waves 
Couplng—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the CEDAR/






Strong Ptch-Angle Dffuson of Rng Current Ions n 
Geomagnetc Storm-Assocated Condtons—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n AGu Monograph. 
KHAZANOV,	G.V.	 XD12
Cross-Scale Couplng n the Inner Magnetosphere—Ab-
stract Only. For presentaton at the Amercan Geophyscal 




Do Electromagnetc Ion Cyclotron Waves Cause the Strong 
Ptch-Angle Dffuson of Rng Current Ions?—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Amercan Geophyscal unon, 
San Francsco, CA, December 5–9, 2005. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION





namc Couplng—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
Workshop of Penetraton Electrc Felds and Ther Effects 
on the Inner Magnetosphere and Ionosphere, Westford MA, 
November 7–9, 2005. 
KHODABANDEH,	J.W.	 EI13
Expermentaton and Modelng of Jet A Thermal Stablty 
n a Heated Tube—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ ASEE Jont Propulson Confer-









Lunar Control Craftng—A Novel Technque for ISRu-
Based Habtat Development—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the AIAA 43rd Aerospace Scences Meetng and 









Lunar Contour Craftng—A Novel Technque for ISRu-
Based Habtat Development—Presentaton. For presenta-
ton at the 43rd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and 
Exhbt, Reno, NV, January 10–14, 2005. 
KNOX,	J.C.	 EV51
CAMPBELL, M. Hamlton Sundstrand
MURDOCH,	K.	 Hamilton	Sundstrand
MILLER, L. Jacobs Sverdrup
JENG, F. Lockheed Martn
Integrated Test and Evaluaton of a 4-Bed Molecular 
Seve (4BMS) Carbon Doxde Removal System (CDRA), 
Mechancal Compressor Engneerng Development 
unt (EDu), and Sabater Engneerng Development 
unt (EDu)—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Inter-
natonal Conference on Envronmental Systems (ICES), 
Rome, Italy, July 11–14, 2005. 
KOSHAK,	W.J.		 XD11




Retrevng Storm Electrc Felds From Arcraft Feld Mll 
Data. Part II: Applcatons—Abstract Only. For publca-
ton n the Journal Of Atmospherc and Oceanc Technol-
ogy/AMS. 
KOSHAK,	W.J.	 XD11
Retrevng Storm Electrc Felds From Arcraft Feld Mll 
Data. Part I: Theory—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 
Journal of Atmospherc and Oceanc Technology/ AMS. 
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
Observatons of Soft Gamma Repeaters—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the XXII Texas Symposum 
on Relatvstc Astrophyscs, Stanford, CA, December 
13–17, 2004. 
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
Observatons of Soft Gamma Repeaters—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Trggerng Relatvstc Jets Meetng, 
Cozumel, Mexco, March 28–Aprl 1, 2005. 
 
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
The Amazng SGR 1806–20, Part II—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 2005 SWIFT Team Meetng, State 
College, PA, March 1–2, 2005. 
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
Magnetars—Abstract Only. For presentaton at The 3rd 
Amercan Assocaton of Varable Star Observers (AAV-
SO) Hgh Energy Astrophyscs Workshop, Las Cruces, 
NM, March 21, 2005. 
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
Magnetars—Abstract Only. For presentaton at A Lfe Wth 






Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Amercan Geo-






Presentaton. For presentaton at the Natonal Scence 
Foundaton (NSF) Workshop on Sensors, Huntsvlle, AL, 
June 7, 2005. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION







Convertng Sol Mosture Observatons to Effectve Values 
for Improved Valdaton of Remotely Sensed Sol Mos-
ture—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Geoscence and 
Remote Sensng Letters. 
LEE, G.W. Washngton unversty
GANGOPADHYAY,	A.K.	 Washington	University
KELTON,	K.F.	 Washington	University
BRADSHAW, R.C. unversty of Massachusetts
HYERS, R.W. unversty of Massachusetts
RATHZ, T.J. uAH
ROGERS, J.R. XD42
A Novel Lqud-Lqud Transton n undercooled T-Zr-N 
Lquds—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Nature. 
LEE, G.W. Washngton unversty
KIM,	T.H.	 Washington	University
SIEVE, B. Ames Laboratory uSDOE/Iowa 
    State unversty
GANGOPADHYAY,	A.K.	 Washington	University
HYERS, R.W. unversty of Massachusetts
RATHZ, T.J. uAH
ROGERS, J.R. XD42
ROBINSON, D.S. Ames Laboratory uSDOE/Iowa 
    State unversty
KELTON,	K.F.	 Washington	University
GOLDMAN, A.I. Ames Laboratory uSDOE/Iowa 
    State unversty
In Stu Hgh-Energy X-Ray Dffracton Study of the Local 
Structure of Supercooled Lqud S—Abstract Only. For 









Non-Contract Creep Resstance Measurement for ultra-
Hgh-Temperature Materals—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the Materals Scence and Technology 2005, 
Pttsburgh, PA, September 25–28, 2005.
LEE, J.A. EM30
Feasblty Assessment for Pressure Castng of Ceramc-
Aluminum	Composites	for	NASA’s	Propulsion	Applica-
tons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 29th Con-
ference on Advanced Ceramcs and Compostes, Cocoa 
Beach, FL January 23–28, 2005. 
LEE, J.A. EM30
Revew of Hgh-Throughput Technques for Detectng 
Sold Phase Transformaton From Materal Lbrares Pro-
duced by Combnatoral Methods—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 2005 TMS Symposum on Sold-Sold 
Phase Transformaton n Inorganc Materals, Phoenx, AZ, 




Orented Connectvty-Based Method for Segmentng 
Solar Loops—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Pattern 
Recognton. 
LEIMKUEHLER,	T.O.	 Honeywell,	Inc.
PATEL, H. Honeywell, Inc.
REEVES, D.R. The Boeng Company
HOLT, J.M. EV34
A Novel Repar Technque for the Internal Thermal 
Control System Dual-Membrane Gas Trap—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 2005 Internatonal Conference on 
Envronmental Systems (ICES), Rome Italy, July 11–14, 
2005. 
LEOPARD, L. ER30
Chemcal Propulson Technology Challenges for Explora-
ton—Presentaton. For presentaton at the Topcs n Eng-
neerng (TE20), NASA Tranng Workshop Technologes 
for Space Exploraton, Hampton, VA, May 17–18, 2005. 
LESLIE, F.W. XD42
RAMACHANDRAN, N. BAE Systems
Stablty of Magnetcally-Suppressed Solutal Convecton 
n Proten Crystal Growth—Abstract Only. For publcaton 
n the Journal of Crystal Growth. 
LEVAN, A. unversty of Lecester/ 
  Space Telescope Scence Insttute
FRuCHTER, A. Space Telescope Scence Insttute
RHOADS, J. Space Telescope Scence Insttute
MOBASHER, B. Space Telescope Scence Insttute
TANVIR, N. unversty of Hertfordshre
GOROSABEL, J.   Space Telescope Scence Insttute
ROL, E. unversty of Hertfordshre/unversty 
    of Amsterdam
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
DELL’ANTONIO,	I.	 Brown	University/National 
    Optcal Astronomy Observatory
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Infrared and Optcal Observatons of GRB 030115 and 
ts Extremely Red Host Galaxy: Implcatons for Dark 
Bursts—Abstract Only. For publcaton n The Astrophys-
cal Journal. 
LEWIS, R.A. R Lews Company
ROBERTSON, G.A. XD21
Interacton of Superconductng YBa2Cu3-xZnx07-y Wth 








Thermophyscal Propertes of Lqud Te: Densty, Elec-
trcal Conductvty, and Vscosty—Abstract Only. For 





Impurty Studes of Cd0.8Zn0.2Te Crystals usng Photo-
lumnescence and Glow Dscharge Mass Spectroscopy— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 16th Amercan 
Conference on Crystal Growth and Eptaxy, Bg Sky, MT, 






Thermophyscal and Optcal Propertes of Semconductng 
Ga2Te3 Melt—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 16th 
Amercan Conference on Crystal Growth and Eptaxy, Bg 








Measurement—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 
Proceedngs of the 28th Internatonal Thermal Conduc-








Method for Obtanng Thermal Conductvty From 
Modified	Laser	Flash	Measurement—Abstract	Only.	For	
presentaton at and publcaton n the proceedngs of the 
2005 Amercan Socety of Mechancal Engneers Interna-
tonal Mechancal Engneerng Congress and Exposton, 





CFD Code Valdaton of Wall Heat Fluxes for a GO2/GH2 
Sngle Element Combustor—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the 41st AIAA/ASME/ SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson 






CFD Code Valdaton of Wall Heat Fluxes for a GO2/GH2 
Sngle Element Combustor—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the 41st AIAA/ASME/SAE Jont Propulson Confer-
ence, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
LIN, Z-W. uAH
BARGHOuTY, A.F. XD41
Effects of Nuclear Interactons n Space Radaton 




Effects of Nuclear Interactons n Space Radaton Trans-
port—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 1st Space 
Exploraton Conference, Orlando, FL, January 30–Febru-
ary 1, 2005. 
LIN, Z-W. uAH
BARGHOuTY, A.F. XD41
Effects of Nuclear Interactons on Accuracy of Space 
Radaton Transport—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n the proceedngs of the Space Nuclear 
Conference 2005, San Dego, CA, June 5–9, 2005. 
LIN, Z-W. uAH
Determnng Important Nuclear Fragmentaton Processes 
for Human Space Exploratons—Abstract Only. Mn-
Workshop: Nuclear Equaton of State for Nucle, Neutron 
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How Space Radaton Rsk From Galactc Cosmc Rays at 
the Internatonal Space Staton Relates to Nuclear Cross 
Sectons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 29th 
Internatonal Cosmc Ray Conference/Tata Insttute of 





Arcraft Based Remotely Sensed Albedo and Surface 
Temperatures for Three u.S. Ctes—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the RCI Foundaton Presents: Cool Roof-





LAVEDE, B. ERC Inc.
PECK,	J.	 EV31
Space Shuttle Man Engne Testng and Analyss Approach 
to External Debrs Envronments—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 53rd JPM/2nd LPS/SP Jont Meet-




Characterstcs of Ferroelectrc Logc Gates usng a Spce-
Based Model—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
Internatonal Meetng on Ferroelectrcty, Foz do Igacu, 





Numercal Modelng of Flow Dstrbuton n Mcro-Flud-
cs Systems—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the ASME 






RANDOLPH, T. Jet Propulson Laboratory
DOuGHERTY, R. Jet Propulson Laboratory
FERGuSON, D.C. NP23
Ion Engne Plume Interacton Calculatons for Prototyp-
cal Prometheus I—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 9th 
Spacecraft Chargng Technology Conference, Tsukuba, 
Japan, Aprl 4–8, 2005. 
MANKINS,	J.C.	 NASA	Headquarters
HOWELL, J.T. FD02
Transformatonal System Concepts and Technologes for 
Our Future In Space—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at 
the 55th Internatonal Astronautcal Congress, Vancouver, 
Canada, October 4–8, 2004. 
MANKINS,	J.C.	 NASA	Headquarters
HOWELL, J.T. FD02
Transformatonal System Concepts and Technologes for 
Future Space Applcatons—Presentaton. For presentaton 
at	 the	2004	JUSTSAP	Workshop,	Kona,	HI,	November	
11–14, 2004. 
MARCu, B. The Boeng Company
HADID, A. The Boeng Company
LIN, P. The Boeng Company
BALCAZAR, D. The Boeng Company
RAI, M.M. Ames Research Center
DORNEY, D.J. TD64
Towards Rocket Engne Components wth Increased 
Strength and Robust Operatng Characterstcs—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE 




Electromagnetc Pumps for Conductve-Propellant Feed 
Systems—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Jont 




FIMOGNARI III, P.H. uAH
KOELFGEN,	S.J.	 UAH
LEE, M.H. XD22
Progress on the Plasmod Thruster Experment (PTX)—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Jont Propulson 
Conference, Tucson, AZ, July 11–13, 2005. 
MARTIN,	A.K.	 XD22
ESKRIDGE,	R.H.	 XD22
FIMOGNARI III, P.H. uAH
KOELFGEN,	S.J.	 UAH
LEE, M.H. XD22
The Plasmod Thruster Experment (PTX)—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 46th Annual Meetng of the 
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FIMOGNARI III, P.J. uAH
Fuson Ignton Rocket Engne Wth Ballstc Ablatve 
Lthum Lner—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
NASA/JPL/MSFC 16th Annual Event Propulson Work-




celerators—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal 




FIMOGNARI III, P.H. uAH
FIREBALL: Fuson Ignton Rocket Engne Wth Ballstc 
Ablatve Lthum Lner—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Space Technology and Applcatons Internatonal 




Lfe Testng Approach for Refractory Metal/Sodum 
Heat Ppes—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Space 
Technology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 
2006), Albuquerque, NM, February 12–16, 2006. 
MARTIN, J.J. ER11
REID, R.S. ER11
Lfe Test Approach for Refractory Metal/Sodum Heat 
Ppes—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Space Technol-
ogy and Applcatons Internatonal Forum, (STAIF 2006), 
Albuquerque, NM, February 12–16, 2006. 
MATLIK,	J.F.	 Rolls	Royce	Corp.
FARRIS, T.N. Purdue unversty
HAYNES, J. unted Technologes Corp.
SWANSON, G.R. EM20
HAM-BATTISTA, G. Jacobs Sverdrup
Predcaton of Frettng Crack Locaton and Orentaton 
n a Sngle Crystal Nckel Alloy—Fnal Paper. For pub-
lcaton n the Elsever Journal: Mechancs of Materals, 
May 2005. 
MATLIK,	J.F.	 Rolls	Royce	Corp.




Hgh-Frequency, Hgh-Temperature Frettng Exper-
ments—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n Elsever Journal: 
Wear, May 2005. 
MATLOFF, G.L. Gray Researcch/
  New York Cty College of Technology
JOHNSON, L. NP40
Applcatons of the Electrodynamc Tether to Interstellar 
Travel—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n the Journal of the 
Brtsh Interplanetary Socety. 
MCCARTY, W. uAH
JEDLOVEC, G.J. XD02
Cloud Top Pressure from AIRS—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the 86th Annual AMS Meetng: 14th Satellte 
Meteorology and Oceanography Conference, Atlanta, GA, 
January 29–February 2, 2006. 
MCGHEE, D.S. ED21
Vehcle Integrated Performance Analyss: The VIPA Ex-
perence—Reconnectng Wth Techncal Integraton—Ab-
stract Only. For presentaton at the AIAA Contnung the 
Voyage of Dscovery, 1st Space Exploraton Conference, 




Meetng, Sngapore, Sngapore, June 20–24, 2005. 
MCNAMARA, H.A. EV13




SMITH, S. ED44/Morgan Research Corp.
Meteorod Engneerng Model (MEM): A Meteorod 
Model for the Inner Solar System—Fnal Paper. For pub-




MEM: A Physcs-Based Drectonal Meteorod Mod-
el—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 4th European 
Conference on Space Debrs, Darnstadt, Germany, Aprl 
18–20, 2005. 
MCNEAL, C. ER22
EELV Booster Assst Optons for CEV—Presentaton. For 
presentaton at the 41st AIAA/ ASME/ASEE/SAE Jont 
Propulson Conference, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION









a Monopropellant Hydrazne Thruster—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the 41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont 




Spacecraft Chemcal Propulson Systems at NASA Mar-
shall Space Flght Center: Hertage and Capabltes—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/
ASEE Jont Propulson Conference and Exhbt, Tucson, 





Identfcaton of Cyclcally Symmetrc Resonance n 
Expermental Data for Engne Falure Analyss—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 46th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/
AHS/ASC Structures, Structural Dynamcs, and Materals 
Conference, Austn, TX, Aprl 18–21, 2005. 
MIERNIK,	J.H.	 ERC,	Inc.
OWENS, J.E. EV32/Quals Corp.
FLOYD, B.A. Alled Aerospace
STRONG, J.O. Morgan Research Corp.
SANFORD, J. EI12
Reuse of Internatonal Space Staton (ISS) Modules as 
Lunar Habtat—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
1st Space Exploraton Conference, Orlando, FL, January 
30–February 1, 2005. 
MILTON, M.E. SX10
CHRISTL, M. SX10
Deep Space Test Bed—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Natonal Space and Mssle Materal Symposum, 
Summerln, NV, June 27–July 1, 2005. 
MILTON, M.E. SX10
Deep Space Test Bed—Presentaton. For presentaton 
at the Natonal Space and Mssle Materal Symposum, 




Envronments and Effects (SEE) Program—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 43rd AIAA Aerospace Scences 
Meetngs and Exhbt, Reno, NV, January 13, 2005. 
MINOW, J.I. EV13
ALSTATT, R.L. ED44/Jacobs Sverdrup
PARKER,	L.N.	 ED44/Jacobs	Sverdrup
Interplanetary Radaton and Internal Chargng Envron-
ment Models for Solar Sals—Presentaton. For presenta-
ton at the Solar Sal Technology and Applcatons Confer-
ence, Greenbelt, MD, September 28–29, 2004. 
MINOW, J.I. EV13
ALSTATT, R.L. ED44/Jacobs Sverdrup
PARKER,	L.N.	 ED44/Jacobs	Sverdrup
SKIPWORTH,	W.	 EV13/Jacobs	Sverdrup
Ion Flux Envronments for Exposed Spacecraft Surfaces n 
Interplanetary Space—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the 43rd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and Exhbt, 
Reno, NV, January 10–13, 2005. 
MINOW, J.I. EV13
PARKER,	L.N.	 ED44/Jacobs	Sverdrup
ALSTATT, R.L. ED44/Jacobs Sverdrup
Radaton and Internal Chargng Envronments for Thn 
Delectrcs n Interplanetary Space—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 9th Spacecraft Chargng Technology 
Conference, Tsubuka, Japan, Aprl 4–8, 2005. 
MINOW, J.I. EV13
ALSTATT, R.L. ED44/Jacobs Sverdrup
PARKER,	L.N.	 ED44/Jacobs	Sverdrup
Interplanetary Radaton and Internal Chargng Envron-
ment Models for Solar Sals—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the Solar Sal Technology and Applcatons Conference, 
Greenbelt, MD, September 28–29, 2004. 
MIZuNO, Y. XD12
YAMADA, S. Waseda unversty
KOIDER,	S.	 Toyama	University
SHIPATA,	K.	 Kyoto	University
General Relatvstc Magnetohydrodynamc Smulatons 
of Collapsars—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
ultra-Relatvstc Jets n Astrophyscs Observatons, 
Theory, Smulatons, Banff, Alberta, Canada, July 11–15, 
2005. 
  
MONTGOMERY, IV, E.E. TD05
In-Space Propulson Solar Sal Propulson Technology 
Development—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 36th 
Annual	Division	 for	Planetary	Science,	Louisville,	KY,	
November 8–10, 2004. 
MOONEY, J.T. uAH
STAHL, H.P. XD30
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Introducton to the Sub-Pxel Spatal Resoluton Interfer-
ometry Process—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
Opt Fab Conference, Rochester, NY, May 2–5, 2005. 
MOONEY, J.T. uAH
STAHL, H.P. XD30
Sub-Pxel Spatal Resoluton Mcro-Roughness Measure-
ments Wth Interlaced Sttchng—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the SPIE Optcs and Photoncs 2005 Con-
ference, San Dego, CA, July 31–August 2, 2005. 
MOORE, R.L. XD12
STERLING, A.C. XD12
Orgn of the Sheared Magnetc Felds That Erupt n Flares 
and Coronal Mass Ejectons—Abstract Only. For presen-
tation	at	the	6th	Solar-B	Science	Meeting,	Kyoto,	Japan,	





Intaton of Coronal Mass Ejectons: Implcatons for 
Forecastng Solar Energetc Partcle Storms—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Solar and Space Physcs and 
the Vson for Space Exploraton, Charlottesvlle, VA, 
October 15–20, 2005, and publcaton n the Conference 
Proceedngs Intaton of Coronal Mass Ejectons: Impl-
catons for Forecastng Solar Energetc Partcle Storms 




Consderatons for Storage of Hgh-Test Hydrogen Per-
oxde (HTP) utlzng Non-Metal Contaners—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 8th Internatonal Hydrogen 
Peroxde Propulson Conference, West Layfayette, IN, 





Shape and Reconnecton of the Explodng Magnetc Feld 
n the Onset of CMEs—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n the proceedngs of the 2005 Jont As-
sembly Meetng, New Orleans, LA, May 23–27, 2005. 
MOORE, R.L. XD12
STERLING, A.C. XD12
Intaton of Coronal Mass Ejectons—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n Solar Eruptons and Energetc Partcles, 
AGu Monograph. 
MORRIS, C.I. XD22
Axsymmetrc Numercal Modelng of Pulse Detonaton 
Rocket Engnes—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Confer-
ence and Exhbt, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
MORRISON, R.H. The Boeng Company
HOLT, J.M. EV34
ISS Internal Actve Thermal Control System (IATCS) 
Coolant Remedaton Project—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the 2005 Internatonal Conference on Envronmental 
Systems (ICES), Rome, Italy, July 11–14, 2005. 
MOuSHON, B. Jacobs Sverdrup
MCDuFFEE, P. ED03
Overvew of NASA MSFC IEC Mult-CAD Collaboraton 
Capablty—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Col-
laboratve Engneerng and IT Envronments Workshop, 
Redstone Arsenal, AL, March 2–3, 2005. 
MOuSHON, B. Jacobs Sverdrup
MCDuFFEE, P. ED03
Overvew of NASA MSFC IEC Federated Engneerng 
Collaboraton Capablty—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Collaboratve Engneerng and IT Envronments 




Effect of Shuttle Flow Lner Angulaton on Dynamc 
Response: Water Flow Study—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the 53rd JANNAF Propulson Meetng/2nd 
Lqud Propulson Subcommttee/Space Propulson Jont 
Meetng, Monterey, CA, December 5–8, 2005. 
MURDOCH,	K.	 Hamilton	Sundstrand	Space 
  Systems Internatonal, Inc.
GOLDBLATT, L. Hamlton Sundstrand Space 
  Systems Internatonal, Inc.
CARRASQuILLO, R.L. EV50
HARRIS, D. SV10
Sabater Methanaton Reactor for Space Exploraton— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Space Exploraton 
Conference, Orlando, FL, January 30–February 1, 2005. 
NALETTE, T. Hamlton Sundstrand
REISS, J. Hamlton Sundstrand
FILBuRN, T. unversty of Hartford
SEERY, T. unversty of Connectcut
WEISS, B. unversty of Connectcut
SMITH, F. EV51
PERRY, J. EV51
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Development of an Amne-Based System for Combned 
Carbon Doxde, Humdty, and Trace Contamnant Con-
trol—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 35th Internatonal 
Conference on Envronmental Systems (ICES), Rome, 
Italy, July 11–14, 2005. 
NALL, M. SR10
Strategc Research Partnershps for Exploraton—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 43rd AIAA Aerospace Sc-




Stagnaton Flow n Thn Streamer Boundares—Abstract 




ent, Future—Abstract and Presentaton. For presentaton 
at the 56th Internatonal Astronautcal Congress, Fukuoka, 
Japan, October 15–21, 2005. 
NGuYEN, H. The Boeng Company
CHANDLER, F. The Boeng Company
MAZURKIVICH,	P.	 NP60
Pressurzaton System Modelng for a Generc Bmese 
Two-Stage-to-Orbt Reusable Launch Vehcle—Fnal Pa-
per. For presentaton at the 41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE 








Modal Survey of ETM–3, A 5-Segment Dervatve of the 
Space Shuttle Sold Rocket Booster—Fnal Paper. For pre-
sentaton at the Internatonal Modal Analyss Conference 
XXIII, Orlando, FL, January 31–February 3, 2005. 
NISHIKAWA,	K.I.	 	University	of	Alabama/Tuscaloosa





Partcle Acceleraton and Magnetc Feld Generaton n 
Electron-Postron Relatvstc Shocks—Abstract Only. 
<http//arxv.org> (to be publshed n the Astrophyscal 
Journal). 
NISHIKAWA,	K.I.	 	University	of	Alabama/Tuscaloosa
3-D GRMHD Smulatons of Dsk-Jet Couplng and As-
socated Varabltes and Emsson—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Internatonal Workshop on Magneto-
hydrodynamic	(MHD)	Accretion	Flows	and	Jets,	Kyoto,	
Japan, January 25–27, 2005. 
 
NISHIKAWA,	K.I.	 	University	of	Alabama/Tuscaloosa
HARDEE, P. unversty of Alabama/Tuscaloosa
HEDEDAL, C.B.  Nels Bohr Insttute/Department 





Partcle Acceleraton Magnetc Feld Generaton, and 
Emsson n Relatvstc Par Jets—Fnal Paper. For pub-
lcaton n the Conference Proceedngs of the Gamma Ray 
Burst n the Afterglow Era: 4th Workshop, Rome, Italy, 
October 18–22, 2004. 
NISHIKAWA,	K.I.	 	University	of	Alabama/Tuscaloosa
HARDEE, P. unversty of Alabama/Tuscaloosa
HEDEDAL, C.B. Nels Bohr Insttute/Department 





Partcle Acceleraton, Magnetc Feld Generaton n 
Relatvstc Shocks—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n the proceedngs of the Internatonal 
Workshop on Partcles and Radaton From Cosmc Ac-
celerators, Chba, Japan, March 2–4, 2005. 
NISHIKAWA,	K.I.	 	University	of	Alabama/Tuscaloosa
Partcle Acceleraton n Jets—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the 206th Meetng of the Amercan Astronomcal 
Socety, Mnneapols, MN, May 29–June 2, 2005. 
NISHIKAWA,	K.I.	 	University	of	Alabama/Tuscaloosa
RAMIREZ-RuIZ, E. Insttute for Advanced Study
HARDEE, P. unversty of Alabama/Tuscaloosa
HEDEDAL, C.B. Nels Bohr Insttute/Department 
   of Astrophyscs
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
FISHMAN, G.J. XD12
Partcle Acceleraton, Magnetc Feld Generaton, and 
Emsson n Relatvstc Par Jets—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at and publcaton n the proceedngs of the 
Astrophyscal Sources of Hgh-Energy Partcles and Rada-
ton, Torun, Poland, June 20–24, 2005. 
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NISHIKAWA,	K.I.	 	University	of	Alabama/Tuscaloosa
RAMIREZ-RuIZ, E.   Insttute for Advanced Study
HARDEE, P. unversty of Alabama/Tuscaloosa
HEDEDAL, C.  Nels Bohr Insttute/Department 




Partcle Acceleraton, Magnetc Feld Generaton, and 
Emsson n Relatvstc Par Jets—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the ultra-Relatvstc Jets n Astrophys-
cs Observatons, Theory, Smulatons, Banff, Alberta, 
Canada, July 11–15, 2005. 
NISHIKAWA,	K.I.	 	University	of	Alabama/Tuscaloosa
RAMIREZ-RuIZ, E. Insttute for Advanced Study
HARDEE, P. unversty of Alabama/Tuscaloosa
HEDEDAL, C.  Nels Bohr Insttute/Department 




Partcle Acceleraton, Magnetc Feld Generaton, and Ems-
son n Relatvstc Par Jets—Abstract Only. Relatvstc 
Astrophyscs and Cosmology: Ensten Legacy, Munch, 
Germany, November 7–11, 2005. 
NISHIKAWA,	K.I.	 	University	of	Alabama/Tuscaloosa
RAMIREZ-RuIZ, E. Insttute for Advanced Study
HARDEE, P. unversty of Alabama/Tuscaloosa
HEDEDAL, C. Nels Bohr Insttute/Department 




Partcle Acceleraton, Magnetc Feld Generaton, and 
Emsson n Relatvstc Par Jets—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the Research Tranng Network School: GRBS: 
The Frst Three Hours, August 29–September 2, 2005. 
NOUSEK,	J.A.	 Pennsylvania	State	University
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
GRuPE, D. Pennsylvana State unversty
PAGE,	K.	 University	of	Leicester
GRANOT, J. Stanford unversty
RAMIREZ-RuIZ, E. Insttute for Advanced Study
PATEL,	S.K.	 IPA	with	NASA/XD12
BuRROWS, D.N. Pennsylvana State unversty
MANGANO, V. INAF
BARTHELMY, S.D. GSFC
Evdence for a Canoncal GRB Afterglow Lght Curve n 
the Swft/XRT Data—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 
The Astrophyscal Journal.
NuNES, A.R EM30
MCCLuRE, J. unversty of Texas El Paso
AVILA, R. unversty of Texas El Paso
The Plunge Phase of Frcton Str Weldng—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Trends n Weldng Conference, Pne 











Modelng Contamnaton Mgraton on the Chandra X-Ray 
Observatory—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and pub-
lcaton n the proceedngs of the 2005 SPIE Meetng, San 











Managng Radaton Degradaton of CCDs on the Chandra 
X-Ray Observatory II—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n the proceedngs of the 2005 SPIE Meet-
ng, San Dego, CA, July 31–August 4, 2005.
O’NEIL,	D.A.	 FD02
MANKINS,	J.C.	 NASA	Headquarters
The Advanced Technology Lfecycle Analyss System 
(ATLAS)—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 55th In-











FuLTON, M.  Ion Beam Optcs, uSA
ET AL.
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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Stretched Lens Array Square Rgger (SLASR): A unque 
Hgh-Power Solar Array for Exploraton Mssons—Ab-
stract Only. For presentaton at the 56th Internatonal 
Astronautcal Congress 2005, Fukukoa, Japan, October 
17–21, 2005.
OELGOETZ, P. Boeng Rocketdyne Propulson 
  and Power
GRADL, P.R. ER32
BRYANT, M. Madson Research Corp.
DANIEL, R. Boeng Rocketdyne
WOFFORD, S. MP21
Systematc Improvements n Leak Detecton and Repar 
Technques of the Space Shuttle Man Engne Nozzle—Ab-
stract Only. For presentaton at the 53rd JPM/2nd LPS/SP 
Jont Meetng—JANNAF, Monterey, CA, December 5–8, 
2005. 
OLIVER, S.T. EV31
Analyss of a Crcular Composte Dsk Subjected to Edge 
Rotatons and Hydrostatc Pressure—Fnal Paper. Thess 
to be presented to the Department of Mechancal and Aero-
space Engneerng, uAH, Huntsvlle, AL, October 2004. 
  
OSTROGORSKY,	A.	 		Rensselaer	Polytechnic	Institute
MARIN, C. Rensselaer Polytechnc Insttute
VOLZ, M.P. XD42
BONNER, W.A. Crystallod, Inc.
Reproducble Crystal Growth Experments n Mcrograv-
ty Scence Glovebox at the Internatonal Space Staton 
(SuBSA Investgaton)—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 43rd Amercan Insttute of Aeronautcs and Astro-
nautcs (AIAA) Aerospace Scences Meetng and Exhbt, 




A Summary of Meteorologcal Parameters Durng Space 
Shuttle Pad Exposure Perods—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the 43rd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and 
Exhbt, Reno, NV, January 10–13, 2005. 






caton—Abstract Only. For presentaton n the Journal of 
Crystal Growth. 
PALOSZ, W. SD42/BAE Systems
Comments to the paper “Study of the ZnO Crystal Growth 
by Vapour Transport Methods”—Abstract Only. For pub-
lcaton n the Journal of Crystal Growth. 
PALOSZ, W. SD42/BAE Systems
Vapor Transport of ZnO n Closed Ampoules—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n the Journal of Crystal Growth. 
PARIS, D. NAFP—Clark Atlanta
TREVINO, L.C. EV23
WATSON, M.D. EV23
IVHM Framework for Intellgent Integraton for Vehcle 
Health Management—Fnal Report. For publcaton n the 




Intellgent Vehcle Health Management—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont 







Analyss of Surface Chargng for a Canddate Solar Sal 
Msson usng NASCAP–2k—Presentaton. For presenta-
ton at the Solar Sal Technology and Applcatons Confer-






Analyss of Surface Chargng for a Canddate Solar 
Sail	Mission	Using	NASCAP–2K—Abstract	Only.	For	
presentaton at the 9th Spacecraft Chargng Technology 




MANDELL, M.J.  SAIC
GARDNER, B.M. SAIC
Analyss of Surface Chargng for a Canddate Solar Sal 
Mission	Using	NASCAP–2K—Presentation.	For	presenta-
ton at the 9th Spacecraft Chargng Technology Confer-
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Analyss of Surface Chargng for a Canddate Solar Sal 
Mission	Using	NASCAP–2K—Final	Paper.	For	presenta-
ton at the 9th Spacecraft Chargng Technology Confer-






Analyss of Surface Chargng for a Canddate Solar Sal 
Mission	Using	NASCAP–2K—Final	 Paper.	 For	 publi-
caton n the Conference Proceedngs of the Solar Sal 
Technology and Applcatons Conference, Greenbelt, MD, 




Concept for Incluson of Analytcal and Computatonal 
Capablty n Optcal Plume Anomaly Detecton (OPAD) 
for Measurement of Neutron Flux—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the IEEE Aerospace Conference, Bg Sky, 
MT, March 5–12, 2005. 
PEARSON, J.B. XD21
LEWIS, R.A. R Lews Company
RF Stablzaton for Storage of Antprotons—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Space Technology and Appl-
catons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 2005), Albuquerque, 
NM, February 13–17, 2005. 
PEARSON, J.B. XD21
LEWIS, R.A. R Lews Company
Intal Testng of New Components and Dagnostcs n the 
Hgh Performance Antproton Trap (HPAT)—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Space Technology and Appl-
catons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 2006), Albuquerque, 
NM, February 12–16, 2006. 
PERRY, J.L. EV51
Formaldehyde Concentraton Dynamcs of the Interna-
tonal Space Staton Cabn Atmosphere—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 35th Internatonal Conference on 




ROYCHOuDHuRY, S. Precson Combuston, Inc.
TATARA, J.D. Quals Corp.
Performance Characterzaton of a Prototype ultra-Short 
Channel Monolth Catalytc Reactor for Ar Qualty Con-
trol Applcatons—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
35th Internatonal Conference on Envronmental Systems 











The uAH–NSSTC/WHNT ARMOR C-Band Dual- 
Polarmetrc Radar: A unque Collaboraton n Research, 
Educaton, and Technology Transfer—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 32nd Radar Meteorology Conference, 
Amercan Meteorologcal Socety, Albuquerque, NM, 




Explorng the Relatonshp Between Lghtnng, Lqud, and 
Frozen Water Phases usng TRMM Precptaton Radar 
and Lghtnng Imagng Sensor Data—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 32nd Radar Meteorology Conference, 
Amercan Meteorologcal Socety, Albuquerque, NM, 




Modelng of a Metal-Ferroelectrc-Semconductor Feld-
Effect Transstor Nand Gate—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the 11th Internatonal Meetng on Ferroelectrcty, 
Foz do Iguacu, Brazl, September 5–9, 2005, and to be 
publshed n the Ferroelectrcs Journal. 
PICON, A.J. uPRM
VASQuEZ, R. uPRM
GONZALEZ, J.E. Santa Clara unversty
LuVALL, J.C. XD11
RICKMAN,	D.L.	 XD11
MODIS Land Surface Temperature Retreval n San Juan, 
Puerto Rco Durng the ATLAS Feld Campagn—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Sxth Symposum on the 





Anaerobc Decomposton of Cellulose by Alkalph-
lc Mrcrobal Communty of Owens Lake, Calforna— 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n the 
proceedngs of The Internatonal Symposum of Optcal 
Scence and Technology 50th Annual Meetng—Instru-
ments, Methods, and Mssons for Astrobology IX, San 
Dego, CA, July 31–August 4, 2005.
PITTMAN, J.V. XD11/uSRA
FuEGLISTALER, S. unversty of Washngton
MILLER, T.L. XD11
WEINSTOCK,	E.M.	 Harvard	University
Mechansms Controllng the Humdty of the Tropcal Tro-
popause	Layer	Over	the	Eastern	Tropical	Pacific—Abstract	
Only. For presentaton at the 2005 AGu Fall Meetng, San 




Multsensor Perspectves on the Convectve and Rada-
tve Propertes of the Tropopause Layer Over the Tropcal 
Amercas—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 86th 
Annual AMS meetng, Atlanta, GA, January 29–Febru-
ary 2, 2006. 
POLZIN,	K.A.	 XD20
MARKUSIC,	T.E.	 XD20
Galum Electromagnetc (GEM) Thruster Concept and 
Desgn—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Jont Propul-




RAITSES, Y. Prnceton unversty
SMIRNOV, A. Prnceton unversty
FISCH, N.J. Prnceton unversty
Performance of a Mnaturzed Cylndrcal Hall Thruster 
—Abstract Only. For Internatonal Electrc Propulson 
Conference, Prnceton New Jersey, October 31, 2005–No-
vember 4, 2005. 
POLZIN,	K.A.	 XD20
MARKUSIC,	T.E.	 XD20
Galum Electromagnetc (GEM) Thruster Concept and 
Desgn—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 53rd 
JANNAF Propulson Meetng/2nd Lqud Propulson 
Subcommttee/1st Spacecraft Propulson Jont Meetng, 





RAITSES, Y. Prnceton unversty
SMIRNOV, A. Prnceton unversty
FISCH, N.J. Prnceton unversty
Performance of a Low-Power Cylndrcal Hall Thruster—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 29th Internatonal 
Electrc Propulson Conference (IEPC), Prnceton unver-
sty, NJ, October 31–November 04, 2005. 
POOLE, E. XD21
MYRABO, L.N. Rensselaer Polytechnc Insttute
Structural Assessment of the 20-m Mcrowave Lghtcraft 
Conceptual Desgn—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
4th Internatonal Symposum on Beamed Energy Propulson 
(ISBEP4), Nara, Japan, November 15–18, 2005. 
PuSEY, M.L. XD42
The Nucleaton and Growth of Proten Crystals—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Invted Speaker at the Fall 
Semnar Seres at the unversty of Toledo, Toledo, OH, 
November 4–6, 2004. 
PuSEY, M.L. XD42
FORSYTHE, E. BAE Systems
Fluorescent Approaches to Hgh-Throughput Crystallog-
raphy—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 2004 Inter-
natonal Conference on Structural Genomcs, Washngton, 
DC, November 17–21, 2004. 
PuSEY, M.L. XD42
FORSYTHE, E. BAE Systems
Fluorescent Approaches to Hgh-Throughput Crystal-
lography—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Proten 
Producton and Crystallzaton Workshop, Bethesda, MD, 
February 1–3, 2005. 
PuSEY, M.L. XD42
FORSYTHE, E. BAE Systems
ACHAN, A. Raytheon
Fluorescent Approaches to Hgh-Throughput Crystallog-
raphy—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Amercan 
Crystallographc Assocaton (ACA) Conference, Orlando, 
FL, May 27, 2005–June 2, 2005. 
PuSEY, M.L. XD42
FORSYTHE, E. BAE Systems
ACHARI, A. Raytheon
Fluorescent Approaches to Hgh-Throughput Crystallog-
raphy—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Amercan 
Insttute of Chemcal Engneers, Cncnnat, OH, October 
30–November 4, 2005. 
QuATTROCHI, D.A. XD11
ESTES, JR., M.G. uSRA
CROSSON, W.L. XD11
KHAN,	M.	 		Georgia	Environmental	Protection	Divison
Remote Sensng Characterstc of the urban Landscape for 
Improvement of Ar Qualty Modelng. For presentaton 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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at the uRBAN 2005/ uRS 2005, Tempe, Arzona, March 
14–16, 2005 and publcaton n Conference Proceedngs 
of the uRBAN 2005/uRS 2005, Tempe, Arzona, March 
14–16, 2005. 
QuATTROCHI, D.A. XD11
ESTES, JR., M.G. XD11
CROSSON, W.L. XD11
KHAN,	M.	 		Georgia	Environmental	Protection	Division
urban Landscape Characterzaton usng Remote Sensng 
Data for Input Ar Qualty Modelng—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at The 2005 Annual Meetng of the Assoca-
ton of Amercan Geographers (AAG) Professonal and 
Scholarly Meetng, Denver, CO, Aprl 5–9, 2005. 
QuATTROCHI, D.A. XD11
NISKAR,	A.S.	 Centers	for	Disease	Control	and	Prevention
Envronmental Publc Health Trackng: Health and En-
vronment Lnked for Informaton Exchange-Atlanta 
(HELIX-Atlanta): A Cooperatve Program Between CDC 
and NASA for Development of an Envronmental Publc 
Health Trackng Network n the Atlanta Metropoltan 
Area—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the NASA 
Ecologcal Modelng Workshop, Monterey, CA, March 
29–Aprl 1, 2005. 
RAMACHANDRAN, N. XD42
Terrestral Mcrogravty Model and Threshold Gravty 
Smulaton usng Magnetc Levtaton—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 35th Internatonal Conference on 
Envronmental Systems (ICES), Rome, Italy, July 11–14, 
2005. 
RAMACHANDRAN, N. XD42
Space Laboratory on a Table Top—A Next Generaton 
ECLSS Desgn and Dagnostc Tool—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 35th Internatonal Conference on 
Envronmental Systems (ICES), Rome, Italy, July 11–14, 
2005. 
RAMACHANDRAN, N. XD42
Terrestral Mcrogravty Model and Threshold Gravty 
Smulaton usng Magnetc Levtaton—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 35th Internatonal Conference on 
Envronmental Systems (ICES), Rome, Italy, July 11–14, 
2005. 
RAMACHANDRAN, N. XD42
Novel Applcatons of Magnetc Felds for Flud Flow 
Control and for Smulatng Varable Gravty Cond-
tons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Mechancal 
Engneerng Semnar, unversty of Illnos, Chcago, IL, 




Studes usng Magnetc Levtaton—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Interdscplnary Transport Phenomena 
n Mcrogravty and Space Scences IV, Tomar, Portugal, 
August 7–12, 2005. 
RAMPINI, R. Alena Spazo S.p.A.
LOBASCIO, C. Alena Spazo S.p.A.
PERRY, J.L. EV51
HINDERER, S. EADS Space Transportaton GmgH
Offgassng Characterzaton of the Columbus Laboratory 
Module—Fnal Paper. 35th Internatonal Conference on 
Envronmental Systems (ICES), Rome, Italy, July 11–14, 
2005. 
RAMSEY, B.D. XD12
Replcated Nckel Optcs for the Hard-Ray Regon— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n the 
proceedngs of the Focusng Telescopes n Nuclear Astro-
physcs, Corsca, France, September 12–15, 2005. 
RAMSEY, B.D. XD12
The Development of Focusng Telescopes for the Hard-
X-Ray Regon—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and 
publcaton n the proceedngs of COSPAR, Spectra and 
Tmng of Compact X-Ray Bnares, Mumba, Inda, Janu-
ary 17–21, 2005. 





Prospectve Indvdual Rsk-Assessment usng Repettve 
Large Datasets—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Pho- 
tonc NanoSystems 2005 and Mcro-Electro-Mechancal 
and Bologcal Systems (MEMS and BoMEMS) Confer-
ence, San Francsco, CA, November 7–9, 2005. 
RAY, C.S. XD42
REIS, S.T. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
BROW,	R.K.	 University	of	Missouri-Rolla
HOLAND, W. Ivoclar Vvadent AG
RHEINERGER, V. Ivoclar Vvadent AG
A New DTA Method for Measurng Crtcal Coolng Rate 
for Glass Formaton—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 
the Journal of Non-Crystallne Solds. 
RAY, C.S. XD42
SEN, S. XD42/BAE Systems
REIS, S.T. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
KIM,	C.W.	 University	of	Missouri-Rolla
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Glass and Glass-Ceramc Materals From Smulated Com-
poston of Lunar and Martan Sols: Selected Propertes 
and Potental Applcatons—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the 1st Space Exploraton Conference Contnung 
the Voyage of Dscovery, Orlando, FL, January 30–Febru-
ary 1, 2005. 
RAY, C.S. XD42
REIS, S.T. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
SENE, F.F. Energy and Nuclear Research Insttute
YANG, J.B. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
PONTUSCHKA,	W.M.	 Physics	Institute
GIEHL, J.M. Physcs Insttute
KIM,	C.W.	 University	of	Missouri-Rolla
SEN, S. XD42/BAE Systems
Mossbauer and EPR Spectra for Glasses and Glass-Ceram-
cs Prepared From Smulated Compostons of Lunar and 
Martan Sols—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and 
publcaton n the proceedngs of the 3rd Internatonal 
Symposum on Non-Crystallzaton Solds and the 7th 
Brazlan Symposum on Glass Related Materals, Sao 




MOON, S.A.  Gray Research
Revew of NASA In-Space Propulson Technology Pro-
gram	Inflatable	Decelerator	Investments—Final	paper.	For	
presentaton at the 18th AIAA Aerodynamc Decelerator 
Technology Conference and Semnar, Munch, Germany, 
May 23–26, 2005. 
RICHMOND, R.C. XD42
Resolvng Rsks n Indvdual Astronauts: A New Paradgm 
for Crtcal Path Exposures—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the Envronmental Sentnels (ES) 2005, Houston, 
Texas, June 1–2, 2005. 
RISON, W. New Mexco Insttute of 
  Mnng and Technology
KREHBIEL,	P.R.	 New	Mexico	Institute	of 
    Mnng and Technology
GOODMAN, S.J. XD11
MACGORMAN, D.R. New Mexco Insttute of 
  Mnng and Technology
Real Tme Processng and Dsplay of Lghtnng Mappng 
Data—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 86 Annual 
AMS Meetng, Atlanta, GA, January 29–February 02, 
2006. 
ROBERTS, L. MP01
Space Shuttle—Presentaton. 2005 Natonal Space and 
Mssle Materals Symposum, Las Vegas, NV, June 
27–July 1, 2005. 
ROBERTSON, B. EI31
WILKERSON,	D.	 EI31
Multlevel Smulaton of a Real Tme Vbraton Montor-
ng System Component—Abstract and Presentaton. For 
presentaton at the 2005 Ml/Aerospace Applcatons of 
Programmable Logc Devces Internatonal Conference, 
Washngton, DC, September 7–9, 2005. 
ROBERTSON, B. EI31
WILKERSON,	D.	 EI31
Multlevel Smulaton of a Real Tme Vbraton Montor-
ng System Component—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at 
the 2005 Ml/Aerospace Applcatons of Programmable 
Logc Devces Internatonal Conference, Washngton, DC, 
September 7–9, 2005. 
ROBERTSON, F.R. XD11
WICK,	G.	 	NOAA/Environmental	Technology	Laboratory
BOSILOVICH, M.G.    NASA Goddard Space Flght Center
Interannual Varablty of Tropcal Ocean Evaporaton: 
A Comparson of Mrcrowave Satellte and Assmlaton 
Results—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publca-
ton n the proceedngs of the 2005 Jont Assembly, New 
Orleans, LA, May 23–27, 2005. 
ROBERTSON, F.R. XD11
Lu, H.-I. uSRA
Interannual Varablty n Surface LW Fluxes Over the 
Tropcal Oceans as Seen n ISCCP–FD and GEWEX SRB 
Data Sets—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publca-
tion	in	the	proceedings	of	the	5th	International	Scientific	
Conference on the Global Energy and Water Cycle, Orange 
County, CA, June 18–24, 2005. 
ROBERTSON, F.R. XD11
Interannual Varablty of Tropcal Ranfall as Seen from 
TRMM—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publca-
tion	in	the	proceedings	of	the	5th	International	Scientific	
Conference on the Global Energy and Water Cycle, Orange 
County, CA, June 18–24, 2005. 
ROBERTSON, F.R. XD11
Interannual Varablty of Tropcal Ranfall as Seen from 
TRMM—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 86th AMS 
Annual Meetng, 14th Conference on Satellte Meteorol-
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Interannual Varablty of Tropcal Ocean Evaporaton: 
A Comparson of Mcrowave Satellte and Assmlaton 
Results—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 86th AMS 
Annual Meetng, 14th Conference on Satellte Meteorol-
ogy and Oceanography, Atlanta, GA, January 29–February 
2, 2006. 
ROBERTSON, G.A. XD21
Engneerng Propellantless EM Propulson From A Dx 
B System—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Space 
Technology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 




Test Results for a Non-Toxc Dual Thrust Reacton Con-
trol Engne—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 41st 
AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference 
and Exhbt, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
ROCKER,	M.	 ER43
Steady-State CFD Smulatons of the Modular Combustor 
Test Artcle—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 53rd 
JANNAF Propulson Meetng/2nd Lqud Propulson 
Subcommttee/Space Propulson Jont Meetng, Monterey, 
CA, December 5–8, 2005. 
RODRIGuEZ, H. The Boeng Company
POPP, C. ER23
REHAGEN, R.J. The Boeng Company
X–37 Storable Propulson System Desgn and Opera-
tons—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 41st AIAA/
ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference and 
Exhbt, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
RODRIGuEZ, H. The Boeng Company
POPP, C. ER23
Certification	Testing	Approach	 for	 Propulsion	 System	
Desgn—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 41st AIAA/
ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference and Ex-
hbt, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
ROLIN, T.D. EI42
HAMMOND, M. SY10
In Stu Fabrcaton Technologes—Abstract and  Presenta-
ton. For presentaton at the uC Berkeley, unversty of 






DAVIS, S.R. NASA Headquarters
CRuMBLY, C. NP01
OLSEN, R.A. Morgan Research Corp.
ENGLER, L.M. Morgan Research Corp.
ET AL. 
Evaluaton of a Shuttle Derved Vehcle (SDV) for Cargo 
Transportaton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
AIAA 1st Exploraton Conference, Orlando, FL, January 
30–February 1, 2005. 
ROMAN, M.C. EV51
WIELAND, P.O. Weland Servce
Mcrobologcal Characterzaton and Concerns of the 
Internatonal Space Staton Internal Actve Thermal Con-
trol System—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Inter-
natonal Conference on Envronmental Systems (ICES), 
Rome, Italy, July 11–15, 2005. 
ROMAN, M.C. EV51
MACuCH, P. Altran Corp.
MCKRELL,	T.	 Altran	Corp.
VAN DER SCHIJFF, O.J. CorrConsult
MITCHELL, R. Harvard unversty
Assessment	 of	Microbiologically	 Influenced	Corrosion	
Potental n the Internatonal Space Staton Internal Ac-
tve Thermal Control System Heat Exchanger Materals: 
A 6-Month Study—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
Internatonal Conference on Envronmental Systems 
(ICES), Rome, Italy, July 11–14, 2005. 
ROSSIGNOL-STRICK,	M.	 Musee	National	d’Histoire 
   Naturelle, Pars
HOOVER, R.B. XD12
JERMAN, G. XD12
The Hollow Spheres of the Orguel Metorte: A Reexamna-
ton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n 
the proceedngs of The Internatonal Symposum of Optcal 
Scence and Technology 50th Annual Meetng–Instru-
ments, Methods, and Mssons for Astrobology IX; San 
Dego, CA, July 31–August 4, 2005. 
ROTHSCHILD, W.J. Boeng
BAILEY, D.A. Boeng
HENDERSON, E.M. NASA Johnson Space Center
CRuMBLY, C. NP70
Shuttle-Derived	Launch	Vehicles’	Capabilities:	An	Over-
vew—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Space Explo-
raton Conference, Orlando, FL, January 30–February 1, 
2005. 
ROYCHOuDHuRY, S. Precson Combuston, Inc.
WALSH, D. Precson Combuston, Inc.
PERRY, J.L. EV51
Resstvely Heated Mcrolth-Based Adsorber for Carbon 
Doxde and Trace Contamnant Removal—Fnal Paper. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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For presentaton at the 35th Internatonal Conference on 
Envronmental Systems (ICES), Rome, Italy, July 11–14, 
2005. 
RUSSELL,	C.K.	 EM30
NuNES, JR., A.C. EM30
ZIMMERMAN, F.R. ED33
Weldng n Space—Lessons Learned for Future In Space 
Repar Development—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Natonal Space and Mssle Materals Symposum, 
Summerln, NV, June 27–July 1, 2005. 
SAFIE, F.M. MP31
NGuYEN, S.C. Lockheed Martn
BURLESON,	K.W.	 MP31
Role of Process Control n Improvng Space Vehcle Safety 
A Space Shuttle External Tank Example—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 1st IAASS Conference, Nce, 
France, October 25–27, 2005. 
SANDERS, J. Msssspp State unversty
SCHNEIDER, J. Msssspp State unversty
NuNES, JR., A.C. ED33
Tracng Materal Flow Paths n Frcton Str Welds—Ab-
stract Only. For presentaton at the 2005 Materals Scence 




IRWIN, R.W. Purdue unversty
TINKER,	M.L.	 EV11
PATTON, B.W. EV11
Trade Studes for a Manned Hgh-Power Nuclear Electrc 
Propulson Vehcle—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
1st Space Exploraton Conference, Orlando, FL, January 
30–February 1, 2005. 
SANSOuCIE, M.P. EV11
HuLL, P.V.  EV11
TINKER,	M.L.	 EV11
Habtat Desgn Optmzaton and Analyss—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Habtaton 2006 AIAA, Orlando, 
FL, February 5–8, 2006. 
SANSOuCIE, M.P. EV11
TINKER,	M.L.	 EV11
HYERS, R.W. unversty of Massachusetts
HuLL, P.V. EV11
KITTREDGE,	K.	 EV34
Trade Study of Advanced Lghtweght Radator Con-
cepts—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Space Technol-
ogy and Applcatons Internatonal Forum, Albuquerque, 
NM, February 12–16, 2006. 
SCHLAGHECK,	R.A.	 XD40
SIBILLE, L. BAE Systems Analytcal Systems
SACKSTEDER,	K.	 GRC
OWENS, C. Teledyne Brown Engneerng
In Stu Resource utlzaton Technology Research and Fa-
cilities	Supporting	the	NASA’s	Human	Systems	Research	
and Technology Lfe Support Program—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Northern Centre for Advanced Tech-
nology, Inc., Planetary and Terrestral Mnng Scences 
Symposum, Sudbury, Canada, June 5–8, 2005. 
 
SCHNEIDER, J. Msssspp State unversty
NuNES, JR., A.C. ED33
Quantfyng the Materal Processng Condtons for an 
Optmzed FSW Process—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the Amercan Socety for Metals 7th Internatonal 
Trends n Weldng Research Conference, Pne Mountan, 
GA, May 16–20, 2005. 
SCHNEIDER, J. Msssspp State unversty
NuNES, JR., A.C. ED33
unravelng the Materal Processng Condtons for Opt-
mzng the FSW Process—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at The Mnerals, Metals and Materals Socety (TMS) 
Annual Meetng, San Francsco, CA, February 13–16, 
2005. 
SCHNEIDER, J. Msssspp State unversty
NuNES, JR., A.C. ED33
unravelng the Processng Parameters n Frcton Str 
Weldng—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the AeroMat 
2005, Orlando, FL, June 6–9, 2005. 
SCHNEIDER, J. Msssspp State unversty
BESHEARS, R. ED32
NuNES, JR., A.C. ED33
Computer Tomography 3-D Imagng of the Metal Defor-
maton Flow Path n Frcton Str Weldng—Fnal Paper. 
For publcaton n Materals Scence and Engneerng. 
SCHRAMM, F. ED03
Technologes on the Horzon for Product Identfca-
ton—Presentaton. For presentaton at the Automaton 
Identification	and	Data	Capture	Technical	Institute,	Ohio,	






The	Role	 of	Toxicity	Testing	 in	NASA’s	 Future	Mis-
sons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Natonal 
Space and Mssles Materals Symposum, Summerln, 
NV, June 27–July 1, 2005. 
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SEN, S. XD42/BAE Systems




ton usng In Stu Planetary Resources—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 1st Space Exploraton Conference: 
Contnung the Voyage of Dscovery, Orlando, FL, January 
30–February 1, 2005. 
SEN, S. XD42/BAE Systems
RAY, C.S. XD42
RAMACHANDRAN, N. XD42/BAE Systems
Processng of Lunar Sol Smulant for Space Exploraton 
Applcatons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
International	Conference	 on	Advances	 in	Solidification	
Scence, Stockholm, Sweden, June 7–10, 2005. 
SEN, S. XD42/BAE Systems
RAY, C.S. XD42
REDDY, R. unversty of Alabama/Tuscaloosa
Processng of Lunar Sol Smulant for Space Exploraton 
Applcatons—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Jour-
nal of Materal Scence and Engneerng A. 
SEVER, T.L. SD60
SATuRNO, W. SD60
Puttng us on the Map: Remote Sensng Investgaton of 
the Ancent Maya Landscape—Abstract Only. For presen-
taton at the Amercan Anthropologcal Assocaton, San 
Francsco, CA, November 17–21, 2004. 
SHAH, S. EM30
Applcaton of Electron Mcroscopy Technques to the 
Investgaton of Space Shuttle Columba Accdent—Pre-
sentaton. For presentaton at the Southeastern Mcros-




The Applcaton of Electron Mcroscopy Technques to 
the Space Shuttle Columba Accdent Investgaton—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at Mcroscopy Today, Mcroscopy 
Socety of Amerca, September 2005. 
SHELDON, R.B. uAH
HOOVER, R.B. XD12
Evdence for Lqud Water on Comets—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at and publcaton n the proceedngs 
of The Internatonal Symposum of Optcal Scence and 
Technology 50th Annual Meetng—Instruments, Methods, 





Wll Deep Impact Make a Splash?—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n Nature. 
SHELTON, J.D. NP20
FREDERICK,	R.A.	 UAH
WILHITE, A.W. The Georga Insttute of Technology
Launch Vehcle Propulson Desgn Wth Multple Selec-
ton Crtera—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 41st 
AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference 
and Exhbt, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005, and publca-
ton n the Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets. 
SHELTON, J.D. NP20
Launch Vehcle Propulson Parameter Desgn Multple 
Selecton Crtera—Dssertaton. For presentaton at the 
Department of Mechancal and Aerospace Engneerng, 
uAH, Huntsvlle, AL. 
SHERIF, D.E. Honeywell Internatonal
KNOX,	J.C.	 EV51
Internatonal Space Staton Carbon Doxde Removal 
Assembly (ISS CDRA) Concepts and Advancements— 
Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Internatonal Confer-
ence on Envronmental Systems (ICES), Rome, Italy, 
July 11–14, 2005. 
SHIBAKOV,	A.	 Tennessee	Technological	University
HuLL, P.V. EV11
CANFIELD, S.L. Tennessee Technologcal unversty
TINKER,	M.	 EV11
Multvarate Parameter Sets for Optmal Synthess of 
Complant Mechansms—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the ASME Internatonal Desgn Engneerng Techncal 
Conference and Computers and Informaton n Engneerng 
Conference, Long Beach, CA, September 24–28, 2005. 
SHIVERS, H. ED03
Communcatng Rsk to Program Managers—Fnal Paper 
and Presentaton. For presentaton at the 23rd Internatonal 
System Safety Conference, San Dego, CA, August 22–25, 
2005. 
SHRESTHA, S. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
KHARKOVSKY,	S.	 University	of	Missouri-Rolla
ZOuGHI, R. unversty of Mssour-Rolla
HEPBuRN, F.L. EM20
Mcrowave and Mllmeter Wave Nondestructve Evalua-
ton of the Space Shuttle External Tank Insulatng Foam—
Fnal Paper. For publcaton n Materals Evaluaton. 
SIBILLE, L. BAE Systems
Present Status of Lunar Regolth Smulants, Workshop 
Overvew and Objectves—Abstract Only. For presenta-
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ton at the Lunar Regolth Materals Smulant Workshop, 
Madson, AL, January 24–26, 2005. 
SIBILLE, L. BAE Systems
SCHLAGHECK,	R.	 XD42
The Status of Lunar Smulants: Conclusons and Recom-
mendatons from the 2005 Lunar Regolth Smulant Ma-
terals Workshop—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
Workshop on Granular Materals for Exploraton, Orlando, 
FL, February 1–3, 2005. 
SIBILLE, L. BAE Systems
CARPENTER,	P.K.	 XD42/BAE	Systems
SCHLAGHECK,	R.A.	 XD40
The Status of Smulant Materals of Lunar Regolth: 
Requrements, Feasblty, and Recommendatons—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the Planetary and Terrestral 
Mnng Scences Symposum (PTMSS), Sudbury, Ontaro, 




Comparson of Electrc Felds and Densty Structures Seen 
n Smulatons and Satellte Observatons—Abstract Only. 
For publcaton n Geophyscal Research Letters. 
SISCO, J.D. ET12
Rapd Ascent Smulaton at NASA MSFC—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the IEST 23rd Space Smulaton Con-
ference, Annapols, MD, November 8–11, 2004. 
SMITH, C.C. XD32
ZHENG, B. Alabama A&M unversty
MuNTELE, C.I. Alabama A&M unversty
ILA, D. Alabama A&M unversty
Growth of Perodc Nano-Layers of Nano-Crystals of Au, 
Ag, Cu by Ion Beam—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the	International	Conference	on	Surface	Modification	of	
Materials	 by	 Ion	Beams,	Kusadasi,	Turkey,	 September	
4–9, 2005. 
SMITH, D.D. XD42/unversty of New Mexco
CHANG, H. XD42/uAH
DIELS, J.C. unversty of New Mexco
Coherence Effects n Rng Laser Gyros—Abstract Only. 
For publcaton n the Conference Proceedngs of the 
Internatonal Socety for Optcal Engneerng Optcs and 
Photoncs Conference, San Dego, CA, July 31–August 
4, 2005. 
SMITHERMAN, D.V. SP20
DAYAL, V. Iowa State unversty
DuNN, D.J. SP20
Archtecture for a Moble Lunar Base usng Lunar Mater-
als—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Space Technol-
ogy and Applcatons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 2006), 
Albuquerque, NM, February 13–17, 2006. 
SMITHERMAN, D.V. SP20
Crtcal Technologes for the Development of Future Space 
Elevator Systems—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
56th Internatonal Astronautcal Congress, Fukukoa, Japan, 
October 17–21, 2005. 
SNELL, E.H. XD42
HELLIWELL, J.R. XD42
Macromolecular Crystallzaton n Mcrogravty—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n Reports on Progress n Physcs. 
SPANN, J.F. XD12
Compact FuV Camera Concept for Space Weather Ap-
plcatons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the SPIE 
Optcs and Photoncs, San Dego, CA, July 31–August 
4, 2005, Conference Proceedngs of the SPIE Optcs and 
Photoncs, San Dego, CA, July 31–August 4, 2005. 
SPANN, J.F. XD12
Geospace Mssons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n the proceedngs of the Amercan Inst-
tute of Aeronautcs and Astronautcs—Space 2005, Long 
Beach, CA, August 30–September 1, 2005. 
SPANN, J.F. XD12
Laboratory Investgaton of Space and Planetary Dust 
Grans—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Insttute of 
Planetary Scence at the unversty of Muenster, Muenster, 
Germany, June 6–12, 2005. 
SPANN, J.F. XD12
Space Scence and Marshall Space Flght Center—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at Gymnasum Wolbeck, Muenster, 
Germany, June 10, 2005. 
SPANN, J.F. XD12
Future Drectons for ITM Imagng—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at and publcaton n the proceedngs of the 
2005 Fall Amercan Geophyscal unon, San Francsco, 
CA, December 5–9, 2005. 
STAHL, H.P. XD30
James Webb Space Telescope—The “Frst Lght Ma-
chne”—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Bejng In-
sttute of Technology, Bejng, Chna, August 29, 2005. 
STAHL, H.P. XD30
NASA’s	Challenges	 in	Optics	 for	 Future	 Space-Based	
Scence Mssons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
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SPIE 20th Congress of the Internatonal Commsson for 
Optcs—Challengng Optcs n Scence and Technology, 
Changchun, Chna, August 21–26, 2005. 
STAHL, H.P. XD30
NASA’s	Challenges	 in	Optics	 for	 Future	 Space-Based	
Scence Mssons—Conference Presentaton Only. For 
presentaton at the Challengng Optcs n Scence and 
Technology Sponsored by SPIE 20th Congress of the 
Internatonal Commsson for Optcs, Changchun, Chna, 
August 21–26, 2005. 
STERLING, A.C. XD12
MOORE, R.L. XD12
Flare Emsson Onset n the Slow-Rse and Fast-Rse 
Phases of an Eruptng Solar Flament Observed Wth 
TRACE—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Amer-
can Geophyscal unon Meetng, (Jont Meetng wth the 
Amercan Astronomcal Socety Solar Physcs Dvson), 
New Orleans, LA, May 23–27, 2005. 
STERLING, A.C. XD12
MOORE, R.L. XD12
Slow-Rse and Fast-Rse Phases of an Eruptng Solar 
Flament and Flare Emsson Onset—Abstract Only. For 





New Varety of CMEs: Streamer Puffs From Compact 
Ejectve Flares—Abstract Only. For presentaton at SHINE 
2005	Workshop,	Kailua-Kona,	HI,	July	10–15,	2005.	
STERLING, A.C. XD12
Observng Solar Eruptons Wth Solar-B and STEREO—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the STEREO/Solar-
B Scence Plannng Workshop, Turtle Bay, Oahu, HI, 
November 15–18, 2005. 
STERLING, A.C. XD12
MOORE, R.L. XD12
Observng Flament Eruptons Wth Solar-B—Abstract 





Abundance Dstrbutons and Lossless Image Compres-
son n Recent and Modern Organsms—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at and publcaton n the proceedngs 
of The Internatonal Symposum of Optcal Scence and 
Technology 50th Annual Meetng—Instruments, Methods, 
and Mssons for Astrobology, IX, San Dego, CA, July 
31–August 4, 2005.
Su, C-H. XD42
Composton, Temperature, Partal Pressures Data for 
Cd0.8Zn0.2Te by Optcal Absorpton Measurements—




Flow n Thn Streamer Boundares, Streamer Stalks, and 
Plumes Between 2 and 10 Solar Rad—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at and publcaton n the proceedngs of 
the Solar Wnd 11/SOHO 16: Whstler, Brtsh Columba, 




taton at the STEREO/Solar-B Scence Plannng Workshop, 












What Has Been Learned From ulysses-SOHO Quadrature 
Observatons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
STEREO/Solar-B Scence Plannng Workshop, Oahu, HI, 





For presentaton at the Fourth European Conference on 





Varablty n Two Alabama Physographes—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n the Sol Scence Socety of 
Amerca Journal. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION







usng Remote Sensng Data to Evaluate Surface Sol Prop-
ertes n Alabama ultsols—Abstract Only. For publcaton 




Meteor44 Vdeo Meteor Photometry—Fnal Paper. For 
publcaton n the Proceedngs of the Meteorods 2004 
Conference, London, Ontaro, Canada, August 16–20, 
2004. 
TAYLOR,	G.B.	 Kavli	Institute	of	Particle	Astrophysics	 
 and Cosmology/Natonal Rado 
 Astronomy Observatory
GELFAND, J.D.   Harvard-Smthsonan Center 
 for Astrophyscs
GAENSLER, B.M.    Harvard-Smthsonan Center 
 for Astrophyscs
GRANOT,	J.	 Kavli	Institute	of	Particle 
    Astrophyscs and Cosmology
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
FENDER, R.P. unversty of Southampton




The Growth, Polarzaton, and Moton of the Rado 
Afterglow From the Gant Flare From SGR 1806–20— 




Nondestructve Evaluaton of Space Shuttle External Tank 
Foam—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n Advanced Materals 
and Processes, ASM Internatonal. 







tzed Target Fuson Concept—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the 41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson 
Conference and Exhbt, Tucson, AZ, July 10–3, 2005. 
THOMAS, F. EV32
ZHAO, Y.   Embry-Rddle Aeronautcal unversty
Preparaton Torque Lmt for Compostes Joned Wth 
Mechancal Fasteners—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the 46th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, 
Structural Dynamcs, and Materals Conference, Austn, 
TX, Aprl 18–21, 2005. 
TIRADO-CASTRO, A.J. IAA–CSIC
MOLLER, P. European Southern Observatory






CERON, J. Space Telescope Scence Insttute
KOUVELIOTOU,	C.	 XD12
ET AL.
Tomography of a Gamma-Ray Burst Pregentor and 





New Fber Renforced Waterless Concrete for Extrater-
restral Structural Applcatons—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Twelfth Internatonal Conference on 
Compostes/Nano Engneerng, Tenerfe, Canary Islands, 
Span, August 1–6, 2005. 
TOuTANJI, H. uAH
MEYERS, C. EV31
Analyss of a Lunar Habtat Structure usng Waterless 
Concrete and Tenson Fbers—Abstract Only. For pre-




Space Flght Software Development—Presentaton. For 
presentaton at the IEEE Computng Socety, Brmngham, 
AL, October 20, 2004. 
TREVINO, L.C. EV23
Software for Intellgent System Health Management—Pre-
sentaton. For presentaton at the Software for Intellgent 
System	Health	Management	(ISHM)	Briefing	for	Alabama	
A&M Engneerng Department, Normal, AL, October 29, 
2004. 
TREVINO, L.C. EV23
Software for Intellgent System Health Management—Pre-
sentaton. For presentaton at the Software for Intellgent 
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System	Health	Management	(ISHM)	Briefing	for	Geor-
ga Tech, Intellgent Controls Laboratory, Atlanta, GA, 
December 22, 2004. 
TRINH, H.P. ER32
CHEN, C.P. uAH
Modelng of Turbulence Effects on Lqud Jet Atomzaton 
and Breakup—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 43rd 
AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and Exhbt, Reno, 




Numercal Smulaton of Lqud Atomzaton Includng 
Turbulence Effects—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
41st AIAA/ASME/SAE/ ASEE Jont Propulson Confer-
ence, Tucson, AZ, July 10–13, 2005. 
TRINH, H.P. ER32
CHEN, C.P. uAH
Development of Lqud Jet Atomzaton and Breakup 
Models Includng Turbulence Effects—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the Atomzaton and Spray Journal/Hem-
sphere Publshng Corporaton. 
TUCKER,	P.K.	 ER43
PAL, S. Pennsylvana State unversty
SANTORO, R. Pennsylvana State unversty
Gas-Gas Injector Data for CFD Code Valdaton—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Thrd Internatonal Workshop 




Inductve Measurement of Plasma Jet Electrcal Conduc-
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